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Selection of Quranic verses referencing Time in different contexts
On duration of creation
Truly your Lord is God, Who created the heavens and the earth in six days, then ascended the Throne. He
causes the night to cover the day, which pursues it swiftly, and the sun, the moon, and the stars are made
subservient by His Command. Do not creation and command belong to Him? Blessed is God, Lord of the
Worlds.
Quran, Chapter 7: Verse 54
On reckoning/accounting for time
He it is Who made the sun a radiance and the moon a light, and determined for it stations, that you might
know the number of years and the reckoning [of time]. God did not create these, save in truth. He
expounds the signs for a people who know.
Quran, Chapter 10: Verse 5
On pre-Islamic views of Time
They say, “There is naught but our life in this world. We die and we live, and none destroys us save time
(dahr) but they have not knowledge thereof.
Quran, Chapter 45: Verse 24
Divine oath by Time; affirmation of values and actions leading to salvation
By (the Token of) Time (Aṣr);
truly mankind is in loss;
save those who believe, perform righteous deeds,
And exhort one another to truth, and exhort one another to patience.
Quran, Chapter 103, Verses 1-3
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Selection of sayings attributed to Prophet Muhammad and other revered early Muslims
Prophet Muḥammad said, “God says ‘The son of Adam vexes Me when he curses Time, for I am Time
(Dahr). In my Hands lies the affair, and it is I who alternate the day and the night.”
Saḥīḥ al-Bukhārī (Chapter on Quranic Exegesis)
The man who best knows Time is the one who is not astonished by its proceedings.
Attributed to Ali ibn Abi Talib (son-in-law and cousin of Prophet Muhammad and first leader of
Shi’a).
From Ghurar al-Ḥikam (Beirut, 2002), 38.
Whoever trusts Time is betrayed by it, whoever attaches great importance to it is abased by it, whoever is
angry with Time, it spites him even more; and whoever takes refuge with Time is forsaken by it. Not
everyone who throws hits his target. When the sultan changes, so does the time.
Attributed to Ali b. Abi Talib. in compilation Biḥār al-Anwār.
Arabic may be referenced at Shi’a online library (Biḥār al-Anwār, 74:213)
http://shiaonlinelibrary.com/اﻟﻜﺘﺐ/1505_اﻟﻌﻼﻣﺔ-اﻷﻧﻮار-ﺑﺤﺎر-21_اﻟﺼﻔﺤﺔ/۷٤-ج-اﻟﻤﺠﻠﺴﻲ

People all blame Time.
But the only trouble with Time is ourselves.
We rebuke Time when the fault lies within us.
If Time could speak, it would certainly mock us.
The wolf avoids the meat of his fellow wolf.
But we devour each other in plain sight.
We don, in deception, musks of perfume.
But woe to the stranger when he approaches us.
Attributed to ʿAli b. Musa (d. 819 CE) the eighth Shi’i Imam, who credited it to his forefather
ʿAbd al-Muttalib.
Arabic source may be referenced at ʿUyūn Akhbār Riḍā 1:190 at
http://shiaonlinelibrary.com/189_اﻟﺼﻔﺤﺔ/۱-ج-اﻟﺼﺪوق-اﻟﺸﯿﺦ-ع-اﻟﺮﺿﺎ-أﺧﺒﺎر-_ﻋﯿﻮن1142/اﻟﻜﺘﺐ

The Concept of Time in Islam
Author(s): Gerhard Böwering
Reviewed work(s):
Source: Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. 141, No. 1 (Mar., 1997), pp.
55-66
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Stable URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/987249 .
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Note to readers
The Concept of Time in Islam” is among the best overviews of approaches to the”
concept of Time in the Quran and classical Muslim thought (with the caveat that the
first few pages unfortunately recycle clichéd and inaccurate ideas about Islam and
fundamentalism). Those pressed for time can focus on pp. 56-65. a

American Philosophical Society is collaborating with JSTOR to digitize, preserve and extend access to
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society.

http://www.jstor.org
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to countalmostone billion
Today theworldofIslamis estimated

ofhumanity.
Islamoccupiesthecenteroftheglobe.
people,one fifth
like a broad belt acrossthe map fromthe Atlanticto the
It stretches
boththe haves of the consumerNorth and havePacific,encircling
South.It sitsat the crossroadsof America,
nots of the disadvantaged
estern urope,andRussiaon one sideandblackAfrica,India,and ast
Asia on the other.Islamis not containedin anynationalcultureit is a
force.Stretching
universal
fromMoroccoto Mindanao,itis builtoffive
geographicalblocks,the Muslimsof blackAfrica,theArab world,the
Turco-Iranian
ofthe
lands,theMuslimsofSouthAsia,andtheinhabitants
Indonesianarchipelago.
Islam is also at a crossroadsin history,destinedto play an internationalroleinpoliticsandto becomethemostprominent
worldreligion
inthedecadesto come.In theseventhcentury
oftheCommon ra,Islam
entered
theglobalscenewithMuhammadata turning
pointin time. ith
spectacularcon uest and organicgrowth,it e pandedthroughthe
centuries
andbecamestretched
tautin a bow oftensionbetweenstriving
forGod andstruggle
fordominion.As we enterthethirdmillennium
of
the Common ra, Islamlooks back nostalgically
at itsmedievalglory,
when the udaeo-Christian est studiedat its feet,and sees fundamentalismas the fulcrumof itsfuturein the struggle
forpreeminence
withthesecularandtechnologically
superior est.
ow doesIslamunderstand
theideasofpastandfuture,
oftimeand
in whichit strivesto reali eits eternaldestiny Picture
temporality,
yourselfin a downtownMc onald s takinga shortlunchbreakat the
officeor grabbing
a biteto eatbetweenerrands.Now pictureyourself
in
an Arabcoffeehousenursing
an espressoafteryoursiesta. e all know
fromlivede perience
thatthesetwo settingscarrywiththem uitedifRead November
1995
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sensesof time.In the firstscenario,timepushesrelentlessly
ferent
it la ilywindsitswayforward
intheafternoon
onwardin thesecond,
ofa moreintellectual
sortand
sun.Movefromfastfoodto edification
onthephilosophy
oftimeina ma orencyclopedia.hat
checktheentry
articles
thelinearprogression
islearned
of
youwillfindthere
contrasting
in estern
culture
withthecyclical
timepredominant
conceptoftime
prevalent
inIndia.Bothconceptions,
wearetold,belongtothedefining
worlds. ithregard
to Islamtheir
ofthesetwocultural
characteristics
thesamesources
ofreference
no
geographical
neighbor,
however,
identify
notionoftime.1
suchcharacteristic
oftheglobe,possess
thecenter
oestheworldofIslam,occupying
itsown,orcantheIslamicnotionof
a conceptoftimecharacteristically
fromits
timebe e haustively
e plainedby a clusterof borrowings
ancestorsIstherea unity
totheIslamic
notionof
andcultural
neighbors
culture
and
time,or is Islama universal
encompassing
manylanguages
eachwithitsownnotionoftime Can oneonlyspeakof
ethnic
groups,
a spectrum
ofideason timein Islamor arethereconstants
thatwould
provide
Islamauthentically
as a religion
andculture
parameters
defining
distinct
andperduring
intheIslamic
n theonehand,arethere
elements
notionoftimethatchallenge
thecurrent
clash-of-civili ation
theories
to
articulate
a definition
ofIslamiccivili ation
uponwhichto basetheir
a ioms n theotherhand,do developments
intheIslamicconceptof
timereveal
themonolithic
claims
ofMuslim
fundamentalism
torestupon
anideali ed
andhomogeni ed
visionofthepast
Thesearch
fordefining
characteristics
ofIslamic
culture
andreligion
mightbeginwithmanynotions,including
monotheism,
revelation,
orreligious
law.I havechosentheconceptoftimefortwo
prophethood,
reasons:
first,
timeappears
toprovide
a moreneutral
pointofcomparison
thanothermorereligiously
charged
notionssecond,
timeisnotlimited
tooneparticular
fieldofIslam,butcanbetraced
ina broadcross-section
of Islamicwritings.2
Timeis pervasive
in Islamichistory,
centralto
1. The abbreviation
of ournaltitlesfollows . . Pearson,Inde Islamicus,
London 195 .
I (reprint
19 7)standsforThe ncyclopaedia
ofIslam(ed. M. T. outsmaet al., Leiden
191 - repr. Leiden19 7), I (newedition)forThe ncyclopaedia
ofIslam(ed. .A.R.
Gibb et al., Leiden 1960-), lr for ncyclopaedia
Iranica(ed. . arshater,New ork
19 2-), R forThe ncyclopedia
ofReligion(ed. M. liade,New ork 19 7)and R for
The ncyclopedia
ofReligionand thics(ed. . astings, dinburgh190 -26reprintNew
ork 19 0).
2. Thereis no scholarlymonographon timein Islamor on timein Islamicmysticism.
. Rosenthal,
Sweeter
Than ope,Leiden 19 ,pp. 1-5 ,S. Pines,Beitrigeur islamischen
(continued...)
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in Islamicastronomy
languageand poetry,indispensable
and music,
forIslamicritualandlaw,andcrucialin Islamictheology,
constitutive
cosmology,
andphilosophy.romthegreatrangeofthesefields
I would
inthepresent
liketoselectfourpointsformyreflections
paper:thevision
oftimeinthe ur dnandMuslim
theatomism
oftimepeculiar
tradition,
theparadigm
of timeprevalent
to Islamictheology,
in themedieval
ofIslam,andtherhythm
oftheMuslim
mystical
calendar
philosophy
that
provides
thebasisforIslamichistoriography.
Inthepre-Islamic
edfatalism,
era,Arabtimewascharacteri by
dahr,
whicheraseshumanworkswithout
hopeforlifebeyonddeath.Also
dahristhecauseofearthly
calledthe daysorthe nights,
and
happiness
ofdestinyitchanges
miseryitis death sdoomandthemeasure
everyit. hiledahrheldswaylikefate,itcouldbe
resists
thing,andnothing
transcended
by a momentmarkedout in tribalmemoryand often
preserved
inpoetry.ahrwasthuspunctuated
bythe aysoftheArabs,
ayyamal-cArabthedaysofvengeance
in combatandtribalprowess,
whenmemorable
events
placedmarkers
intherecollection
ofthecourse
ofevents.
The ur an re ectsthepre-Islamic
fatalism
of dahr.Instead,it
e plainstimefromtheperspective
ofa transcendent
monotheism
proandthreatening
eternal
mismig
paradise
damnation.ust
asthepre-Islamic
Arabshadtheirdaysofvictory
andvengeance,
so Allahhad is daysof
deliverance
andpunishment.
God spersonal
command,Be anditis,
Cn obliterated
kunfa-yak
thespelloffate.Godgave is command
when
e formed
thefirst
humanbeingandmadetheheavens
andtheearth. e
determines
thebeginning
ofa person life
s andcallseachindividual
to a
2. (...continued)
Atomenlebre,
Grgfenhainichen
19 6,and Nouvelles tudessurAwbad al- aminAbu -1Paris1955,includeground-breaking
Barakat al-BaghdVi,
observations
on time in Islam.
. Behler, ie wigkeit
der elt,Miinchen1965,offers
a thoroughhistoricalanalysisof
the controversy
on the beginnings
of the worldand its eternity
in Arabicand ewish
medievalphilosophy. Some helpfulspecificarticleson aspectsof time in Islam are
enumeratedin G. Bowering, Ideas of Time in PersianSufism, Iran 0 (1992), 6
reprintedin ClassicalPersianSufism
fromits riginstoRumi,editedby L. Lewinsohn,
London-New ork 199 ,p. 20 .
. T. Noldeke, Vorstellungen
der Araber vom Schicksal, eitschrift
fuir Volkerpsychologie
undSprachwissenschaft
(1 5),1 0- 5 .Pedersen, The IslamicPreacher:
wdi mudhakkir,dss Gold iher
Mem. 1 (194 ):226-51 . Ritter, as MeerderSeele,
Leiden 1955,pp. 4 -44.
4. . Mittwoch, Ayyimal cArab, I (newedition),1: 79 -94 . Caskel, Ai dmal(19 0),1-99.
cArab, Islamica supplement
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finalaccount
after
death.Thereisnoplaceinthe ur an forimpersonal
is inthehandsoftheGod whocreates
male
timeeachperson destiny
s
wealthand works
and female,
giveslifeandbringsdeath,and grants
God is activeevenin a person ssleep,for Godtakesthe
destruction.
andthatwhichhasnotdied
atthetimeoftheirdeath,
soulsunto imself
butloosesthe
death,
initssleep. e keepsthoseonwhom e hasdecreed
to the
term. 5 romthe Be ofa person creation
s
otherstilla stated
thedecree
ofGod:Allahisthe
humane istence
fallsunder
timeofdeath,
Lordofeachinstantwhat e hasdetermined
happens.
Muslimtradition,or adfth,amplifiedthe divinedetermination

inthe ur an,andtransformed
included
Muhammadstress
s on divine
dahr
from
into
a
Saving
ur anic
omnipotence
rigidpredeterminism.
identified
dahrwithGod through
a powerful
condemnation,IadlIth
andwarnedagainst
dahrthrough
a famous
divineutterance
slandering
In
Allah
s
toestablish
that
unalterable
decree
oftheProphet.6order
saying
thenotionthat
introduces
another
strand
of 1adith
isinvariably
fulfilled,
is written
in a heavenly
book. hileeachemthathappens
everything
bryois stillin thewomb,an angelwritesdownthedailyration,the
orhappiness,
andthehourofdeathofthe
themoments
ofmisery
works,
Combining
manor womanitwillbecome.7
pre-Islamic
notionsofallpervasivetimewiththe idea of God s decreein the ur an, Muslim

tradition
sawtimeas a seriesofpredetermined
eventsbindingdivine
to thecertain
occurrence
ofeachinstant
ofa person life
s
omnipotence
as time,eachinstanthappened
span. Unavoidableas fateandirreversible

God sveryownaction.
solelythrough
The mostcommonIslamictermfortime, amwin,
doesnotappear
in the ur an, nordoes idam,itscounterpart
foreternity.
The Arab

oftermsfortime.In general,
le icographers,
however,hada greatvariety
oftheworldto itsend,
theydistinguished
dahr,timefromthebeginning
bothbeginning
andend Casr,a spanof
from aman,a longtimehaving

oftime,
little
a
ormuchdawim,
duration
mudda,
timebin,a period

intime in,present
timeawmntime
spaceofduration
wa t,a moment
5. ur 5n 9:42.
6. Cf. A. . ensinck,Concordance
etindicesde la tradition
musulmane, vols.,Leiden
19 6- 1:
, 50, 101 2: 92,155.

7. . Ringgren,Studiesin Arabian atalism,Uppsala 1955,pp. 117-1 idem, Islamic
atalism, in: atalisticBeliefs,
ed. . Ringgren,
Stockholm1967,pp. 57-59.
. or theimplications
ofthesestrands
of adithon Islamicdoctrinesofpredestination,
see .van ss, wischen aditund Theologie,
Berlin1975,pp. 75- 1.
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or season yawm,a time,whethernightor day and sia, a whileor an
hour. Abad was durationwithoutend and a al durationwithout
to its
to which idam,timewithoutbeginning,
beginning,
corresponded
primarysenseas distinctfromsarmad,incessantcontinuance.Iuliid,
the
perpetuale istence,was implicitin the ur anic day of eternity,
entrance
to daral-bulfi,paradise.9It is obviousthatthesedistinctions
do
a uasi-technical
notreflect
usageofeachtermto thee clusionofothers,
butratheran appro imately
predominant
meaningthatoftenblendswith
the neighboringtermsin the actual literaryuse. hen it came to
Greekphilosophicalte tsintoArabic,the mostcommonly
translating
werechro nos,
translated
employedcorrespondences
by aman,ailon by
and
dahr,kairosbywa t,
diastasisbymudda. 0
Throughthee posureofGreekthought,
thephilosophers
ofIslam
withtwo powerfulandmutuallyopposedphilosophical
becamefamiliar
notionsoftime. orthosewho followedtheAristotelian
view,timewas
an accidentofmotion,whileforthosewho espousedthePlotinianconcept, time had no e tra-mental
reality ratherit was the streamof
consciousnessof a thinkingmind,a duratione istingindependently
of
motion.Aristotlehad attempted
to provethe eternity
of the universe
fromthe natureoftime.In thePlotinianview,timedid not come into
e istencewiththecreationoftheuniverse,bute istedfrometernity
as
thedurationofGod s infinite
consciousness.
hile Islamicphilosophicalnotionsof time oscillatedbetween
Aristotelianmotion and Plotinianduration,it was the atomismof
emocritusthatappealedmoststrongly
to the creatorsof normative
Islamictheology.Atomictheoryopeneda wayto linktheimmutability
of realitywiththeobservablechangesand manifoldformsin natureby
describingrealityas composed of simple and unchangeableminute
particles,calledatoms.The atomsand theiraccidentse istforonly an
instant.In everyinstant,God is creatingthe worldanew thereare no
intermediate
causes.God can be thoughtof as continuallycreatingthe
9. or detailson theseterms,see,e.g., .
1 6 -9 .

. Lane,An Arabic- nglish
Le icon,London

10. S. Pines,Beitrageur islamiscben
Berlin19 6,pp. 49-51(Ibn Sina d.
Atomenlehre,
42 /10 7 refinestheterminology
by thedistinction
of amin,dahr,and sarmad).See
alsoT. . eBoer, amin, I (reprint
19 1), :1207-9 . artner, amin, I(reprint
19 7), : 1209-12 A. . ensinck, Mik1t, I (reprint19 /),5: 492-9 . Pingree,
amar, I (newedition), : 517-1 S. van denBergh, Abad, I (newedition),1: 2 .
Schmitt,Le ikalischeUntersuchungenur arabischenUberset ungvon Artemidors
Traumbuch, iesbaden1970,pp. 1 -19.
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universe
fromnothing.Subverting
Greek materialistic
atomism,
the
Muslimtheologians
madeatomism
an instrument
ofdivineprovidence
and heldthateachmomentwithintimeis thedirectcreationof the
eternally
activeGod. f itself,creationis discontinuous
it appears
continuous
tous onlybecauseofGod scompassionate
consistency.
Islamicatomism
maybe illustrated
by thefamouse ampleof a
inwriting.Allahcreates
within
thehumanbeingfirst
the
engaged
person
willandthenthecapacity
to write,
bothwillandcapacity
anew
creating
in everyinstant.
Then God creates,
anewin everyinstant,
themovement
ofthehand,andfinally,
themotionofthepen concurrent
withit. very

andactionin theprocessofwriting
instant
is independent
fromevery
other all stagesof the processissuefromGod alone.It is onlyin
appearancethatthereis a coherentactionof writing.Similarly,a selfconsistentworldin space and time,workingharmoniously,
is only an

The onetrueactoris God alone.Thelinkofcausality
appearance.
that
appearsto ruletheworldandhumanlifebecomessubordinate
to Allah,

and naturalcausesgivewayto divinewill.As a rule,God doesnot
thecontinuity
ofevents,
interrupt
though e isabletointervene
atany
momentbywhatis commonly
termed
a miraclebutsimplymeansan
of is customary
interruption
activity.
Atomism
was not onlymost
congenial
to a visionofGod actinginstantaneously
intheworldas the
true
it
sole
mostclosely
akintoArabicgrammar,
cause, alsoproved
which
lacksgenuine
verbsfor tobe and tobecome. NeitherdoesArabic
employthe tensesof past,present,and future.Instead,it uses verbal

andincomplete,
aspectsof complete
thedegreeto whichan
marking
actionhasbeenreali edor is yetto be reali edwithout
distinguishing
between
precisely
andfuture.
present
hileMuslim
andtheologians
philosophers
toe plain
sought
time,
themystics
ofIslamsetoutto e perience
it. or theSufimystics
the
oftimeis suspended
paradigm
betweentwo days,the ay ofPrimal
Covenantatthedawnofcreation
andthe ay of inal udgment
when
the worldcomesto its catastrophic
end.Timeresembles
a parabola
frominfinity
stretching
to infinity,
an arcanchored
in eternity
at its
11. S. van den Bergh, awhar, I (new edition),2:49 -94 S. Pines, Beitrage ur
islamiscbenAtomenlehre,
Berlin 19 6, pp. 94-102 L. Massignon, Time in Islamic
Thought, in: Man and Time. Papersfrom the ranos earbooks,ed. . Campbell,
Princeton,1957,pp. 10 -14C. Baffioni,
A tomismo
e antiatomismo
nelpensieroislamico,
Naples 19 2,pp. 79-114 cf.also .S. Nyberg, Mucta ila,I (reprint
19 7),6: 7 7-9 .
Van ss, Mu ta ilah, R, 10: 220-29R M. rank, Ashcariyah, R, 1: 449-55 cf.Also
S. Sambursky
and S. Pines,TheConceptofTimeinLateNeoplatonism,erusalem,
1971.
12. T. . e Boer, AtomicTheory:Muhammadan, R , 2: 202- .
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originand end,whichreachesitsape in a mystic secstaticmomentof
The earlySufisdiscoveredthedecisivereligious
memoryand certitude.
in pree istence,
whenall humanbeingsheardand
momentforhumanity
forthe firsttimeat the verybirthof
understoodGod s self-revelation
thepree istential
creation. By recogni ing
originofall humanityon the
a dimension
oftimethattracesthe
ay ofCovenant,theSufisestablished
in the past and balancesthe eschatopresentmomentback to eternity
in thefuture,
logicalthrustofthe ur an fromthepresentto eternity
reachedatthe ay of udgment.
Through a distinctmeditationaltechni ue,known as dikr,
recollectionof God, themysticsreturnto theirprimevaloriginon the
in their
enshrined
ay ofCovenant,whenall ofhumanity
(symbolically
as lightparticles
ancestors
orseeds)sworean oathofallegiance
prophetical
and witnessto Allah as the one and onlyLord.14Breakingthroughto
themystics
relivetheirwa t,theirprimevalmomentwithGod,
eternity,
here and now, in the instantof ecstasy,even as theyanticipatetheir
ultimate
Sufimeditation
timebydrawingeternity
destiny.
from
captures
its edges in pre- and post-e istence
into the moment of mystical
e perience.
The medievalSufi,Ibn al-cArabi,
analy edtheconceptoftimeon
the basis of theProphet straditionthatAllah is timeor dahr.15 ustas
God s beingis everlasting,
so is God s time it is eternity,
beginningless
andendless. uman beings,who arecalledin Sufilanguagesonsoftheir
moments,may also be understoodas being,not having,timeor wa t.
uman timeis momentary. ach momentis the reflection
of God s
intheperson sreceptivity
eternity
to thedivineactionat each andevery
instant.
Seenin thisway,therearetwo levelsoftime:thatofGod, dahr,
andthatofhumanbeings,wa t. et bothlevelsareinconsistent
withour
ordinary
conceptionoftime,becauseGod s timestretches
outto eternity
while the time of humansshrinksto a mere instant,a dot without
duration.Caughtbetweenthesetwo modes,divineeverlastingness
and
mortalmomentariness,
we humanbeingsconstructa notion of time,
1 . G. Bowering,TheMystical
Visionof istence
in ClassicalIslam,Berlin19 0,pp. 14575 TheIslamicCase, in: The therSideofGod,ed.P. Berger,New ork 19 1,pp. 1 15 R. Gramlich, er Urvertrag
in der oranauslegung
( u Sure7, 172-17 ), er Islam
60 (19 ),205- 0.
14. L. Gardet, hikr, I (newedition),2: 22 -27 G. Bowering, ekr, Ir, 7: 229idem,MysticalVision,201-7.
15. G. Bowering, Ibn alcArab- Concept
s
of Time, in: Gottistschonand r liebtdie
Schonheit
fdrAnnemarie
ed. A. Giese and .C. BUrgel,Bern1994,
Schimmel),
( estschrift
pp. 71-91.
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amdnorchronos,
thatis imaginary
andsub ective,
thoughinspired
by
therealandob ective
timeofdahrandwa t.
The imaginaryamancan be understood
twoprincipal
through
andthatofrelativity.
Thecosmological
models:
thatofcosmology
model
thatis largely
derivedfromthe
is basedon an imageoftheuniverse
ofthespheres
andthestoryofcreation
knownfrom
Ptolemaicsystem
Itscentral
notionis theideaofthecomplete
Scripture.
day,yawm,a
eachotherlikemaleand
se uenceofnightandday,whichcomplement
andpassivity.
female
orlikeactivity
Nightanddaycomeintobeingwith
ofthespheres
inmotion,
theuniverse
therevolution
butbecome
setting
thecreation
ofthesunanditscourse.In the
discernible
onlythrough
Godandtheworldareseenasthetwoterms
modelofrelativity,
however,
relation
between
ofa uasi-temporal
Creator
andcreatures.
Timeviewed
fromthe sideof God is realbuthas no e istence
apartfromGod.
Perceived
from
thevantage
ofhumanbeings,
timeisimaginary
andlacks
ofitsown. hether
fromthehumanor the
anye istence
conceived
divineside,timeisa mererelation.etthismererelation
isinfinite,
ust
like emptyspace.It can be dividedintoeversmalleror largertimein a duration
segments
thathas neither
norend.Thereis,
beginning
an implicit
linkbetween
ourimaginary
however,
timeandGod s real
time,whichcanbeaptlydescribed
s
byoneofIbnal-cArabiimages:
Any
pointalonga circlemaybeseenasthepointseparating
from
future.
past
noe tension
hilehaving
thispointofthe now isstillpart
whatsoever,
oftheactuale tent
ofthecircular
line.Inother
words,
although
a product
ofourimagination,
timeis,ineachmoment,
thevirtual
andactualob ect
ofinteraction
witheternity.ternity
belongsto God alone,butGod s
inthepresent
creature
moment.
participates
The theocentric
visionof time in ur an and adlith,the
atomism
oftimegoverned
theological
activeGod,andthe
byaneternally
Sufiparadigm
oftimecoupledwithimaginary
relativity
givee pression
to the verticaldimensionof Islamic thought:the individual s
overpowering
dependence
on theCreator.The hori ontal
dimension,
one sautonomous
self-reali ation
through
one searthly
interactions
with
otherhumanbeings,
seemstobediminished
inthesetheoretical
doctrines
oftime.The picture
changes
dramatically,
however,
whenthefocusis
shifted
to theimmensely
practical
aspectsof Muslimthought.
Islam
a strong
possesses
senseoflawandritual
ontheonehandandoftheorder
of historyand societyon the other. ne of themostcharacteristic
created
ordering
principles
itsritualandmeasure
byIslamto define
its
historywas the Muslimcalendar,its own measureof timein the
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6

hori ontal
realm.16
LongbeforeMuhammad,
theArabsobserved
a solaryearandat
a lunarreckoning.
timesalsofollowed
Theirac uaintance
witha solar
namedfordefinite
yearisindicated
suchas
bytheArabmonths,
seasons,
thedeadofwinter
orthegra ing
and
season,as wellas bythefestivals
markets.The
7 Arabs,however,
hadno firmly
established
calendar
ora
uniform
methodof counting
theyears,butreckoned
on thebasisof
particular
suchasthefireofAbraham,
events,
thebuilding
ofthe acba,
thetribal
from
theTihama,orthedeathofa pre-Islamic
emigration
lord
ofMecca.1The inhabitants
ofMeccaknewtwomostnotablestarting
thesacrilegious
warof i ar,toward
points,
theendofthesi thcentury
overtribalcontrol
C. ., fought
ofthetraderoutes,
and theyearofthe
elephant,inwhichthee pedition
ledbythekingof emento curbthe
commercial
poweroftheMeccansanctuary
endedindisaster
inabout554
C. .Thepre-Islamic
Arabsalsouseda cycleoftwenty-eight
timeperiods,
reckoned
to thesetting
according
ofa starandtheheliacalrisingofits
whichsuited
thenomads
inpredicting
opposite,
ofrainandgood
periods
pasture
grounds.19
Theyalsolearned
to distinguish
themansions
ofthe
moonandad ust
themtotheir
timeperiods
andthesolar odiac,thereby
a typeoflunisolar
following
yearwiththedaybeginning
atsunset.20
Thelunaryear,peculiar
toIslam,wasestablished
whenMuhammad
gavea solemnaddressduringhis lastpilgrimage
to Mecca.In it,he
fortheyearto consistoftwelvelunarmonths. e alsoproarranged
claimed
thedivine
in unction
against
intercalation,
whichistheprocedure
ofcorrelating
thecycleoflunarmonths
withthesolaryearoftheseasons
a thirteenth
by inserting
monthintoa lunaryearat certain
intervals.21
Muhammadmotive
s
fortheinterdiction
ofintercalation,
citedin the

16. The standardreference
to Muslimcalendarsis B. Spulerand . Mayr,
Mahler sche
Vergleichungs-Tabellen,
iesbaden1961.

istenfeld-

17. M.
ofner, ie altsiidarabischenMonatsnamnen,in . Schubert (ed.),
Vorderasiatische
Studien: estschriftifur
ViktorChristian, ien 1956,pp. 46-54 A. .L.
Beeston, pigraphic
SouthArabianCalendarsand ating,London 1956,pp. 10-25.
1 . A. ischer, Tagund Nacht im Arabischenund die semitische
Tagesberechnung,
dersachsischen
Abhandlungen
der issenschaften
Gesellschaft
27 (1909),741-5 .
19.R.B. Ser eant,Star-Calendars
andan AlmanachfromSouth49 (1954),4 -59.
20. A. Sprenger,Uberden alenderderArabervorMuhammad,
59.
21. A. Moberg,An-nasI in derislamischen
Tradition,
Lund 19 1.

est
Arabia, Antbropos
MG 1 (1 59),1 9-
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ofunbelief,22
mayhavebeentwofold. n the
ur an as an e pression
Allah sruleoverthe
maintained
unflinchingly
onehand,theinterdiction
innature
theappearance
andobserved
through
manifested
orderoftime,
anArabclanofits
hand,itdeprived
ofthemoon screscent.n theother
yearsand to
traditional
rightsto proclaimpubliclythe intercalary
within
theseasonsofthesolar
andmarkets
preserve
thepaganfestivals

killedtwo birdswithone stone. irst,it
year.The Prophet sinterdiction
drewthebelieversawayfrompagancultsandturnedthemto Allah,the
true creator,cause, and preserverof all things.Second, it allowed
groupsby
Muhammadto wresteconomicpowerawayfromtribalinterest
fromtheirpaganmooringsin theseasons.
thefestivals
detaching
Not simplya matterof ad ustingthe lunaryearto the seasons,
The ur an upheldthe
alsohadan impacton tribalwarfare.
intercalation
Arab tribalcustomof fourinviolablemonthsthat were not to be
battles. ne monthfellin themiddleoftheyear,
disturbed
byinternecine
buttheotherthreefollowedone anotheras a blockoftimeat theturnof
monthwas mostlikelyinsertedat theend
theyear.Sincetheintercalary
thetimeblockoftheinviolablemonths,
oftheyear,iteitherinterrupted
or changedthestatusofa sacredmonthto profane.2In eithercase,the
thesacredorderoftime.This manipulation
monthdisturbed
intercalary
intervention
in thedivine
s as a sacrilegious
appearedto Muhammad eyes
warfare
andbloodshedwithina periodoftime
orderbecauseitfacilitated
ordainedto be an inviolableseason.
theMuslimlunaryear,he did not
hile Muhammadintroduced
establishthe uniformMuslimcalendar.Its innovationis traditionally
to cUmar,thesecondcaliph.Accordingto traditioncUmar
attributed
timein thelightof
calleda councilto resolvetheconfusionofreckoning
with raisingta es and collectingtribute. Afterlengthy
difficulties
thedecisionwasmadeto adoptthestandardMuslimcalendar
discussions
thatremainsin use today.A coin struckat amascus duringcUmar s
a papyrusof gyptand a tombstoneof
reignand, shortlythereafter,
cUmar srole
Cyprusprovidesolidevidenceforthecalendar es istence.24
in thesources
in itsuniformestablishment,
however,maybe overstated
since early Muslim biographersand historianscontinuedto uote
different
setsofdatesin randomfashion.
ith the increasingcon uestsof Islam, the standardMuslim
calendar,based on the observationof a pure lunar year,no longer
u an-nasl ( oran9, 7), L 6 (19 ), 2 01971,pp. 202- .
und onkordan Stuttgart
,
2 . R. Paret, er oran, ommentar
22. Cf. ur an 9: 7 cf. . ick,

Leiden 1966,pp. 9- 6.
Chronologie,
Arabische
24. A. Grohmann,

.
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A consistent
calendar
ofa vastempire.
was
toallcircumstances
responded
fortheadministration
ofstateandthecollection
ofta esand
re uired
useofdifferent
Thisneedledtotheconcurrent
tribute.
typesofcalendar.
ofthemoon s
The popularlunaryear,basedontheactualobservation
oflawandreligion.
TheMuslim
wassupported
crescent,
bythescholars
established
a mathematically
standard
astronomers,
however,
computed
lunarcalendarof 54daysthataddedonedayto thelastmonthin an
ofleapyears.
Theastronomers
alsosubstituted
uniform
irregular
se uence
fortheformerly
variable
hoursoftheday,twelve
hoursofe uallength
theperiodofdaylight
andtwelveduring
during
nighttime.
Bycontrast,
to a kindofadaptedSassanian
Muslimrulersresorted
solarcalendar.25
Thismakeshift
wasre uired
to overcome
theincongruity
ad ustment
of
withtheagricultural
thelunarcalendar
cycle,whichcreated
periodsof
thecropscouldbe harvested.
manyyearswhentheta cameduebefore
with
newaytoresynchroni
wasto dropa ta year
e thelunarcalendar
a number
ofattempts
were
everythirty-two
years. verthecenturies
theempireefficiently
madebyMuslimrulersto administer
byintrothebeginning
solarcalendars
thatfi ed
ofthecalendar
ducing
yearatthe
vernale uino .26
AsI cometomyshort
e I stressed
conclusion,
youreali that
therole
inmyreflections
ofatomism
onIslamictheories
oftimeandhighlighted
thepractical
inIslamic
implications
ofthecalendar
history
thatmeasures
time.Seeingthetheoretical
sideas theverticaldimension
of Islamic
andthepractical
thought
sideasitshori ontal
dimension,
Islamappeared
as categorically
theocentric
in tyingtheindividual
to God,
irrevocably
whilebeingimmensely
downto earthin determining
thecourseofits
communal
Thepowerful
history.
atomistic
conception
oftimee pressed
thevertical
dimension
oftheindividual
asmarked
bya seriesofflashes
of
e istence
withmomentary
breakthroughs
to eternity
in ecstasy.
These
flashes
thefinalmoment
foreshadowed
thatfree es
timein irreversible
whentheindividual
ultimateness,
stands
alonebefore
Godinthetrialof
thelast udgment.
Atthesametimeitrecalled
themoment
whenallof
heardGod sself-revelation
humanity
forthefirst
timeatthedawnof
creation.In the hori ontal
dimension,
however,
the community
of
a gala y
ofindividual
believers,
atoms,
wasforcefully
conscious
ofshaping
itsowntemporal
framework
through
thecalendar
asitbegana newand
ultimate
eraofhumanhistory.
25. R. Abdollahy, Calendars,II. IslamicPeriod, Ir,4: 66 -74.
26. or the conversionof Islamicdatesto those of the Common ra, cf.
Islamische eitrechnungen,
MS S 0 (1927), 20 -5.

. Mayr,
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whether
I wonder
inan
youfeltallthewhileasifyouwererela ing
Arab coffeehouse or beingpushedthroughthe fastfood line at
To consoleyourselves,
Mc onald s.
however,
pleasenotethatI havenot
in Islam,thecomple
ofritualprayer
talkedabouttheintricate
timing
theworkofal-B-irdnil
Chros
literature
on timein Islamicastronomy,
nology,
al-Tiisliwork
s ontheduodecennial
animalcycle,thereflections
ontheir
ofIslamic
useoftimeinannalsandbiographies,
historians
orthe
roletimeplaysin poeticalmeterand musicalmode.I also neglected
tolightbyanthropologists
andsociologists
inthe
oftimebrought
aspects
of
ne
I
ethnic
traditions
Islam.
myriad
thing,
however,hopeto have
toyou:thereareparameters
ofIslamic
timethatgiveitsculture
conveyed
in theoryandpractice.
and religion
cohesionand structure
The four
I selected
in elaborating
an Islamicconceptoftime
pointsof analysis
cross-cultural
withoriginal
Thevisionof
integrate
borrowing
inspiration.
Islamtheyreflect
isnota monolithic
phalanmoving
through
history
but
rathera dynamic
religion
imparting
a distinct
formandcontent
to its
civili ation.
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ie endliche Ruhe wird nur verspirt,
enn sich der Pol mit dem Pol berihrt,
rum danket Gott, ihr Sohne der eit
ass er die Pole auf ewig ent weit.2
Goethe

491

he ourney of discovery always begins some-

where else, whether literally or cognitively. My point of origin for
e ploring the pu le of time in Sufi music resides in a comple of time

notions absorbed and distilled from

estern e perience and con-

cepts. Participation in the time world of Sufiss and their music has

e panded and challenged these notions at many levels, some only
dimly perceived. The resulting search is therefore uneasy and tentative: as yet an ongoing translation rather than the pursuit of a hermeneutic goal.
Volume
The

ournal of Musicology

II

Number 4

all 1994

1994 by the Regents of the University of California

SI dedicate this paper to Christopher Lewis, a true friend and a partner in

e ploring musical meaning.
2 A sensation of final repose is felt,
hen poles apart unite.
Thank God, therefore, you sons of time
That he has sundered the poles forever.
(This and all other translations in this paper are by the author.)
A first version of this paper was presented at a oint session entitled Time and
Music during the oint Annual Meeting of AMS/S M/SMT akland, Nov. 1990o. elpful comments by the anonymous reviewers are gratefully acknowledged.
This participation took place in Sufi centers all over India and Pakistan, during
196 -69, 1975-76, and 19 4: most intensively in the Ni amuddin Auliya Shrine, elhi
during 1975-76. Support from the Canada Council, the Social Sciences and umanities Research Council (Canada), the Social Sciences Research Council (United States),
and the Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute is gratefully acknowledged.
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hen e ploring the theme of time one is immediately struc
the diversity of perspectives encompassing the human and phy
sciences. Approaches and tools from physics and mathematics, p
losophy and history, psychology and sociology, anthropology, m
and literature serve to highlight the phenomenon in its multip
mensions. Integrated at best historically, or not at all, this intel
panoply arises not only from the unbounded and abstract natur
the phenomenon Time, but also from the unresolved divergenc
tween homocentric and universal vantage points, and betwee
ceptual and cognitive foci. Integration through historical se uen
or logical ordering provides little comfort in the face of a bewil
panorama as fragmented as twentieth-century consciousness its

Considerations of time in music are more narrowly focuse

e ually characteri ed by unintegrated divergences, for they tak
multiple vantage points as well these generally start from the pr
that music itself is a cultural encapsulation of time which is re
through time-related musical concepts and articulated in the
and processes of musical sound.5
492

The search for the whole of which multiple time6 percep
constitute the parts has proceeded in two directions: the fi
chronological-causal or historiographic and conceptually rela

the temporal se uencing of events through cognition into a succ
series. In terms of time studies, this direction invokes McTagga
B series 7 and is based in the way we normally contemplate a se

of events in time.
In terms of time studies, this conceptio
generated ob ectifications of time, whether the ob ect be th
verse,9 musical pitch se uences, o or units of temporal me

ment. In general, histories of time account for durational chan
the e pense of simultaneous occurrence a chronological focus t

to have little room for simultaneity or what is (inappropria

4 The collections entitled The Study of Time, vols. 1-4 (New ork, 1972,
197 , 19 1) provide a good overview of the field.
5 The ma or study is onathan ramer, The Time of Music: New Meanings,
Temporalities, New Listening Strategies (New ork, 19 ). or the scope of the f
bibliography in onathan ramer, Studies of Time and Rhythm: A Bibliogr
Music Theory Spectrum VII (19 5), 72-1o6.
6 I am using this term without the implications of underlying lineality sug
for musical analysis by ramer in his article, New Temporalities in Music,
In uiry VII/ (Spring 19 1), 545.
7 ohn M. . McTaggart, The Nature of
istence (London, 1927), 10-1 .
G. .
hitrow, The Natural Philosophy of Time, 2d. edition (Boston, 1956)
9 Stephen awking, A Brief istory of Time (New ork, 199o).
o . T. raser, The Art of the Audible Now , Music Theory Spectrum VII

1 1- 4.
Nigel Thrift, Vivos Vocos Ringing in the Changes in the istorical G
phy of Time Consciousness, The Rhythms of Society, ed. Michael oung an
Schuller (London, 19 ).
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termed synchrony or polychrony.12 Both these terms invoke tem
rality by default as it were. This is clearly indicative of the lin
se uential-causal bias in the intellection that generated the termin
ogy and hence the conception. In relation to music, too, time reali

is generally invoked as an audible present perceived in entir
linear terms this means, musical sounds set up e pectations wh
imply the future and invoke memories which imply the past.
u
tional harmony provides surely the most systematic inde of
temporal-lineal se uence driven by causality.14
The second direction toward apprehending the whole of multip
time perceptions points toward simultaneity embedded in a hom
centric vantage point it emanates from the social sciences and the
focus on individual actions inside a human universe. This applie
the social psychologists who focus on relating individual life patte
within society, 5 or to anthropologists who are concerned with
ploring the terms on which individuals share the present within a

between cultures. 6 Both concern themselves with time as a social

aggregate of individual e periences. Social psychologists are also e amining virtual and specious time events for their differential
49
temporal ualities, although they do so generally in reference
to a
conventional linear grid of ob ectified time (and space). 7 Their focus

is on transaction rather than on content.

1
and

ames M. ones, Cultural ifferences in Temporal Perspectives: Instrumental
pressive Behaviors in Time, The Social Psychology of Time: New Perspectives ed.

Victor

. Turner and dward M. Bruner (Urbana, IL, 19 6), 26.
raser, op. cit.
14 Probably inescapable, the lineal bind in which
estern minds find themselves
caught is compelling as well as constraining for studies of time where the absence of
lineality invariably is either conceived of as multilineality or, to parallel time, the concept of spatiality is used to evoke simultaneity, but without motion, hence also sometimes termed static time see ramer (19 ), op. cit., 7. The ultimate concept produced by this thinking is, of course, space-time -where time becomes an e planation
of spatial distance, thereby allowing time to be absorbed in a spatial and therefore
visually apprehensible grid, see
hitrow, op. cit., 2 0 ff., and awking, op. cit., 12.
5 ohn endricks and Calvin B. Peters, The Times of ur Lives, American
Behavioral Society
VIII/6 (19 6), 662-7 . See also oseph L. . McGrath ed., The
Social Psychology of Time: New Perspectives (Newbury Park, CA, 19

6 George

. Marcus and Michael M.

perimental Moment in the

).

isher, Anthropology as Cultural Criti ue. An

uman Sciences (Chicago, 19 6).

7

ames M. ones, Cultural ifferences in Temporal Perspectives: Instrumental
and
pressive Behaviors in Time, The Social Psychology of Time: New Perspectives ed.
oseph . McGrath (Newbury Park, CA, 19 ). See also Carol M.
erner et al., Tem-

poral

ualities of Rituals and Celebrations: A Comparison of Christmas Street and

uni Shalako, The Social Psychology of Time: New Perspectives, ed.

oseph L.

(Newbury Park, CA, 19 ).
is Bruce apferer, Performance and the Structure of Meaning and
The Anthropology of

IL, 19 6), 1

-20 .

perience, ed. Victor

. Turner and

. McGrath

perience,
dward M. Bruner (Urbana,
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In challenging traditional anthropology s

estern scholarly

cedure of ob ectification in the study of others, abian 9 casts his
on time as the crucial dimension, calling for what, in terms of
studies, amounts to a shift from the B to the A series, or from the

contemplation to the e perience of temporality.2o To achieve such a
shift concretely, however, re uires nothing less than to enter the time
e perience of others e perientially, by living it with them. Coeval-

ness 1 as an intellectual program is most centrally located in the

realm of the oral/aural, a domain of shared e perience par e cellence.
Indeed, the call for multivocality to replace individual e egesis is also
a call for focusing on the shared presence of oral/aural interaction.
ow to make this shift in the concrete, however, is as yet largely

an unanswered uestion, for little is offered by way of a concrete
research procedure.2 The uest for assessing human time e perience, whether the active agent is individual consciousness of time s or

the sharing of such consciousness between individuals,24 leads the

494

investigator to what endericks and Peters broadly term a symbolic
or performance event, so as to integrate the various dimensions of
time. 25 or in such a shared occurrent event, concepts and e perience of self and other converge, and cognition is integrated into perception, thereby inverting the standard analytical procedure of ac-

cessing e perience through cognitive processing. In

apferer s

words, participants in a ritual or performance event have a common
isolation in the world of e perience but also a capacity to disengage
themselves from e perience while it is being e perienced. 6

In addition to these two ma or directions, there are of course

studies that frankly limit themselves to addressing particular aspects
of time, or of time and music: these aim at contributing a specific
piece to the pu le, but tend to assume an underlying grid or reference point of temporal linearity. Among time studies of music, this
comprises works which address temporal elements in music as sound
properties only.27 But many pieces do not necessarily make a whole.
19

ohannes

abian, Time and

ther:

ow Anthropology Makes Its

19 ).

2o hitrow, op. cit., 45.
21 abian, op. cit., 4 passim.
22 Turner s e periment of acting out ethnography is interesting but uestion-

able because of the dependence on the ethnographer as the source, see Victor

Turner. rom Ritual to Theatre: The uman Seriousness of Play (New ork, 19 2).
2 endricks and Peters, op. cit., 664.
24 McGrath, op. cit.
2,5 endricks and Peters, op. cit., 666.

.

26 apferer, op. cit., 197-9 .

27 Grosvenor Cooper and Leonard B. Meyer, The Rhythmic Structure of Music (Chicago, 1960). ther rhythm and music studies include Rene umesil, Le rhythm musical.
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To go beyond the scope of self limitation, a vantage point must be
found capable of generating a diversity of perspectives, both cognitive
and perceptual. Such a vantage point needs to be homocentric so as to
encompass the e perience of time itself.
isting studies of time e perience, largely philosophical or psychological, variously e plore cognitive, perceptual, biological, intuitive channels in their considerations of an individual s e perience of
time, but they mostly do so on the basis of analysis and reflection,
relying on the memory of e perience-that is, abstracting it.

Time as e perience is the primary reference point for studies
focusing on music. Interestingly, the prime impetus for e ploring

time in music has essentially been philosophical it emanates from the
recognition that our sense of time is an intellectual construction,

and our conscious awareness of time depends on the fact that our
minds operate by successive acts of attention.
Thus philosophers

rather than music analysts have addressed the phenomenon of time in

music from an e periential perspective. or if time e perience can
only become accessible through what goes on in time, then a succession of events which are of a homogeneous yet individually distinct
495
nature may well present the most appropriate locus for e
ploring
e perienced time, to make the abstraction time manifest to the

senses. To this effect, philosophers have called attention to music and
more generally to the performing or occurrent arts.29
Music in fact is uni uely suited for providing access to time e perience in its own terms, precisely because it presents a durational

se uence without dependence on referential meaning or, more
concretely, on verbal or visual clues. A number of philosophersso
have focussed on music as capable of concreti ing time e perience,
starting with egel who sees time as dominant in music s and
Guyau who identified hearing as the sense that appreciates succession
ssai histori ue et criti ue (Paris/Genbve, 1979), ohn Miller Chernoff, African Rhythm and
African Sensibility (Chicago, 1979), Maury eston, The Stratification of Musical Rhythm
(New aven, 1976),
ilhelm Seidel, Uber Rhythmustheorien der Neu eit (Bern, 1975), and
illiam Rothstein, Phrase Rhythm in Tonal Music (New ork, 19 9).

2

hitrow, op. cit., 64-65.

29 Su anne

. Langer,

eeling and

orm: A Theory of Art ( eveloped from Philosophy

in a New ey) (London, 195 ), 121.
0so ric mery, Temps et Musi ue (Lausanne, 1975).

donnies immediates de la conscience/Time and

ree

ill: An

enri Bergson,

ssai sur les

ssay on the Immediate

ata of

Conscienciousness. Trans. . L. Pogson (New ork, 1960). dmund usserl, Vorlesungen
ur Phinomenologie de inneren eitbewusstseins/The Phenomenology of Internal TimeConsciousness ed. Martin eidegger, trans. ames S. Churchill (Bloomington, IN, 1964).
Theodor Adorno, The Philosophy of Modern Music, trans. Anne G. Mitchell and
esley
V. Blomster (New ork, 197 ). Langer, op. cit.
G.
. . egel, Aesthetik, trans. T. M. no (
ford, 19 6), 16 .
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par e cellence, since the ear locates stimuli admirably in time.
clarification, usserl shows that the process of listening to mus
sound provides the most immediate means of apprehending tem
flu , as against what is constituted within that flu .
And Ber
points to the continuity and indivisibility of a sound se uence. 4
sound is a most compelling means of e periencing duration-that
change and coherence-arises from the compulsory participation
sound event through auditory perception and from processing

a Gestalt organi ed durationally.s5
owever, since they focus on human e perience rather than
musical ob ect, philosophers mostly limit themselves to a huma
epistemology addressing, and anchored in, individual cognitio
yielding such valuable but essentially static insights as music is
made audible. s6 or their treatment of the musical process tend
to go beyond its remembered e perience, cognitively processed
effectively no more than an individual distillation of such e peri

and a musically undifferentiated one at that. 7 Left largely
496

tended is the concrete comple of messages conveyed by the mu
te t to which the non-music specialist tends to have little consc
access. or while philosophers-- mostly non-musicians-- have

aptly assessed the capacity of the sound idiom to convey tem
dimensions of meaning, it takes music specialists to apprehen

identify the richly varied temporal content of musical sound, ba
their performative competence of musical idioms and utterance

Time studies by music specialists share an essentially refl
approach, but they tend to be oriented toward music as cu

product and production. Thus, where they deal with the e perie
of duration they locate it in the music rather than in the act o
perception. In accordance with time-honored (no pun intende
alytical procedure, the processual nature of the e perience is tr
lated into a cognitive arrangement oriented along a se uentia

tinuum. As a result, the musical process is primarily addre

through an analysis of the formal properties and relationships as
present themselves simultaneously in an isolated visual represen
of the composition, the score. The fact that the score constitut

ontological embodiment of the musical work fully enshrine

primacy of written over sounded music as the raw material or pr
2

. M. Guyau, La gendse du l idde de temps, ad edition (Paris, 19o2), 74-75.
usserl, op. cit., 7.
4 Bergson, op. cit., 164.
5 uan G. Roederer, Introduction to the Physics and Psychophysics of Music S
Characteristics (New ork, 1974), 56 Langer, op. cit., 11 .
7 The lucid e pos6 by usserl, op. cit., 7 passim, well e emplifies this limi
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source of analysis. urthermore, the structural comple ity of the music thus written by composers inevitably invites the use of visually-

based analytical procedures.
hile the issue remains to be e plored systematically, I have
come to believe that our systematic mediation of aural musical perception through a notational filter tends to separate the analytical/

cognitive process from our primary sensory e perience of music. The
result is a scholarship in the conceptual grip of the ob ectified lineal-

durational frame of notation. Thus Barry, in her widely ranging
study of Musical Time, goes as far as to e uate analytical time with
ob ective investigation of score, and e periential time with subective e perience of performance.
Interestingly, this procedure is being challenged in contemporary, especially avant-garde, music which lacks or negates built-in
temporal linearity. ere scholarly engagement has generated what in
fact amounts to time-negating notions such as spatial 9 or vertical. 4o More important, it has also stimulated a pioneering search for
e planations in the changing conte ts of musical life. ramer in particular engages in such a search by liberally drawing on his own lis497
tening e perience,41 although his musical analyses remain within
the
individual-cognitive frame that characteri es the humanities. Rowell,
on the other hand, focuses attention on the different cultural-ideological bases of time conceptions.42
In general, analyses of time content or meaning in musical compositions are based on sensibilities evolved and shared by art-music
connoisseurs. In accordance with the established tradition of
estern
music writing, the focus of study is on a great literature of music
and musical norms, and the approach is predominantly one of e e-

gesis in which time concepts are used as a key to decode musical

utterances and to identify time articulation in sound form.4
ere,
important forays are being made in decoding the semantic comple ity
Barbara R. Barry, Musical Time: The Sense of

rder, No. 5 in the series

armo-

nologia: Studies in Music Theory, (Stuyvesant, N , 1990), 242.
9 George Rochberg, The Structure of Time in Music: Traditional and Contemporary Ramifications and Conse uences, The Study of Time 2, ed. . T. ra er and
Nathaniel Lawrence (New ork, 1975).
4o ramer (19 ), op. cit., see also Lewis Rowell, Time in the Musical Consciousness of ld igh Civili ations-- ast and
est, The Study of Time , ed. . T. raser,
Nathaniel Lawrence, and avid Park (New ork, 197 ). e documents the spatial
metaphors for time from Greek and Latin.
41 ramer, op. cit., 7 ff.
42 Rowell (197 ), op. cit.

4 Lewis Rowell, The Subconscious Language of Musical Time, Music Theory
Spectrum I (1979) Time in the Musical Consciousness of ld igh Civili ations-- ast
and
est, The Study of Time , ed. . T. raser, Nathaniel Lawrence, and avid Park
(New ork, 197 ).
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of
estern classical music idioms as to time meanings. This lite
on time in music e pands out of the much articulated premise t
music is a working model of time, and thus provides a synthe
a culture s conflicting understanding of time. 44 Building on M
early study of musical meaning,45 Rowell discusses how time e
ence is created and fulfilled through patterns that are set up an
the basis of temporal concepts and the memory of time events.

recently, Lewis is e ploring the significant movement towar

disintegration of unilinear time in late nineteenth-century musi
The preceding review clearly suggests that the sophisticated
of cultural and semantic norms of time provides an essential stra
to complement and enhance musical analysis in reference to what
fact a deeply cultural matter. That such norms must be appropri
the period and repertoire being considered has increasingly beco
a standard tenet for a culturally sensitive musicology.47 To this
the specifics of musical analysis need to be sub ected to scrutiny
analytical tools and procedures, too, are culturally contingent.4
becomes more crucial when such tools are applied to the study of

in a musical culture outside the
49

estern orbit.

A second crucial element in this review, though conspicuous more
by its absence, is the place of performance in the study of music an

time. The almost secondary position performance occupies in th

scheme of
estern music scholars, or at least its close dependence o
notated music, appears to marginali e the perceptual-e periential di-

mension of the topic. This would e plain the parado ical fact tha

the best thinking on the time e perience in music comes from nonspecialists who appear to draw more directly on the process of listen

ing to music-and even music-making, as evidenced in the semina

work of Alfred Schut .49 But even within the field of music moves

44 Lewis Rowell, The Temporal Spectrum , Music Theory Spectrum VII (19 5).
45 Leonard B. Meyer, motion and Meaning in Music (Chicago, 1956).
46 Christopher Lewis, The Mind s Chronology: Narrative Times and armonic
isruption in Post Romantic Music, The Second Practice of 19th-Century Tonality, ed.

illiam

inderman and

arald

rebs (Lincoln, NB, and London, in press).

47 Gary Tomlinson, Music and Renaissance Magic: Toward a

(Chicago and London, 199 ) Peter

istoriography of

thers

effery, Re- nvisioning Past Musical Cultures:

th-

nomusicology in the Study of Gregorian Chant (Chicago and London, 1992).
4 Michel oucault, The Archaeology of nowledge, trans. by A. M. Sheridan Smith

(London, 1972),

on Michael Randel, The Canons in the Musicological Toolbo ,

isciplining Music: Musicology and its Canons, ed. Philip Bohlman and

geron (Chicago, 1992), 10-22.

atherine Ber-

49 Alfred Schut , Making Music Together, A Study in Social Relationship, Sym-

bolic Anthropology, A Reader in the Study of Symbols and Meanings, eds.

emnit er and
VIII (1951).

avid Schneider (New

anet

olgin,

. S.

ork, 1977). Reprinted from Social Research
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toward refle ivity and the e ploration of new paradigms are gene
ating more broadly conceived notions of analysis, stimulated in pa

by new kinds of musical e periences generated by contempora
estern as well as non- estern music. The following e ploration
awwal is meant to contribute toward this trend.
In contrast to students of

estern art music, most ethnomusicol-

ogists are denied the lu ury of perusing a musical literature. This
places them in the salutary, if challenging position of having to gain
access to musical repertoire and musical thinking through listening to
performed music and through conversations about it. rom this the
impetus follows naturally to tackle the problematic of multiple dimensions and vantage points in the time-music domain by in uiring into
the differentiated but undivided whole of musical e perience in per-

formance. A performance incorporates participants and the idiom
that they share in musical communication, by invoking concepts of

time through sound, and by articulating-and responding to-the
perceptual level of sound e perience.

or an ethnomusicologist ana-

ly ing time in performance means considering these two levels in
tandem as tools for decoding the time dimension of musical sound.
My own e tensive study of the performance interaction in awwdli499

has rendered e plicit the premise that their music is a multi-

channeled code capable of conveying different message dimensions
simultaneously. awwalf musical sound is a perceptual package of
several dimensions that claim attention collectively or individually,
so that even in the presence of a te t, musical sound dimensions can
both reinforce te tual meaning as well as convey referential or nonreferential meaning independently of the te tual narrative.so The
implication for the study of time meanings is that this-and perhaps
other musics--may be articulating more than one time at once and
thus offering the listener a plurality of time e perience. To e plore
this premise in relation to time I propose to e amine a single awwdli
song and its performance. Performed in the Sufi assembly, awwali,
presents a te tual-musical idiom richly endowed with ideational and
conte tual content, including a purely musical structure accessible to
verbal e planation by its practitioners. urthermore, its improvisational character renders awwali musically responsive to the ongoing
durational flow of the performance and thus makes the process

observable.

5o Regula Burckhardt ureshi, Music Sound and Conte tual utput: A Performance Model for Musical Analysis,
thnomusicology
I/1 (19 7), 229.
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Methodologically, my starting assumption for this e ploration

the unity of te t and enactment articulated in the philosop

aesthetics. According to this concept a work is irreducible to it
formances, yet graspable only through them.52 I aim to test the n
that the work-centered approach of conventional musicology ca
e panded to encompass relevant conte tual dimensions of ana
Beginning with the listening encounter, rather than with the wo
a separate entity, further tests the notion that the immediate pe

tual impact of a musical utterance reaches beyond cognitive
uired tools of listening.

ith relation to time, the assumption i

the musical work embodies cognitive time notions or concep
that its performance generates a time e perience through sound
ception which transcends, yet incorporates cognition by creatin
e istential reality of a continuous present.
ecoding the comple of time e perience in performance
presupposes an underlying familiarity with relevant cultural no
and concepts as a starting point for appropriate participation in
musical event. Concepts of time are rooted in ideology and emb
500

in language itself.5 ss The following minimal set of music-cultura
mises are therefore offered as a prelude, with reference to fur
sources, so that the e ploration of a awwali song in performanc
then proceed in culturally appropriate terms. A primary key to
Muslim time e perience is Urdu, the standard and literary lang
of Muslims in South Asia, along with classical Persian, the langu

of Sufi poetry, from which Urdu draws its conceptual vocab

ually important are the ideational norms of Sufism within the
ceptual frame of Islam.

Time in Urdu and Sufism

estern time studies are informed by-albeit
implicitly-a conception of time as an ob ective e periential g
which is reflected and altered in music. An unsuccessful attempt

locate such a grid appropriate to Sufi music-first in time-rela

terminology of Urdu and second in the locally relevant literature

Sufism--reveals more than anything else the limitation of suc

51 It goes without saying that the cultural outsider can only achieve the necess
refle ivity through bringing to consciousness everything of relevance related to
musical e perience. The validity of analysis ultimately depends on the uality of u

derstanding and

infiihlung-a claim rendered less awesome to this author by

e pectation of appropriate testing and scrutiny by cultural insiders.
27.

52 Mikel

5

ufrenne, The Phenomenology of Aesthetic

Ben amin

perience ( vanston, IL, 197

horf, Language, Thought and Reality (Boston, 1956).
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venture typical of
estern analytical thinking which fragments its
ob ects and is founded in the disarticulation of concepts from their

conte t.

or time as an ob ective dimension of reality, along with

space, and now in con unction with it, as Space-Time,54 is a construct
simply not embodied in the Indo-Muslim, Sufi cultural matri .55ss
In Urdu, purely durational terms denote short temporal units of
two kinds, one is the e uivalent of a moment (lamha), the other of
divisions of the day (ghari, pahar/prahar). Terms conveying larger durations come close to the
estern notion of time (wa t, amana, as well
as the rarely used indi kil) and invoke what in essence also amounts

to

moments,

only of much longer and indefinite duration they

constitute the present of a period or era. These time concepts are
defined not durationally but connotationally, as either favorable or
damaging, as the source of e perience, not ust the temporal basis for
it-not unlike the pre- 17th-century definition of the nglish time. 56
In Urdu a rich array of metaphors and idioms, some of them musical,
testify to the consistently affective content of time and coincidentally to the conte tual or occasion-linked association of music.s7

This situation is paralleled in the speciali ed domain of music

501
musical concepts referring to the durational dimension or invoking
time5 are likewise connotationally linked to non-durational meanings, e cept where they denote short specific durational units (e.g.,

matr , the duration of a pulse).

urational terms like lai (speed of

pulse, pace) and tal (metric pattern) are widely used by non-musicians
to denote aspects of rhythm as well as, by e tension, the sounds that
rhythm controls, so that lai can mean a musical tune or setting, even
melody.59
All this clearly reinforces the sense of connotational embeddedness associated with what estern usage has ob ectified into a tool
to measure rather than connote, emanating, as it does, from scientificrationalist thought. Urdu time notions, on the other hand, are embedded in a conceptual frame informed by Islamic ideology that has
54

hitrow, op. cit., 2 0 ff.

55 The great 2oth-century poet-philosopher Muhammad I bal s construct of

time-space- amdn-makdn, discussed in Ra iuddin Siddi i, I bal s Conception of Time

and Space, ed.

hwa a Abdur Rahim (Lahore, 196 ). This is a

esterni ed reinter-

pretation of two individual Sufi concepts of aman and makdn (see note 2).
56
ford Universal ictionary, d edition, revised, ( ford, 1955).

57 wa t ka rag, A raga for the (particular) time or moment, meaning a statement

made to suit the situation. This is a pun, for ragas do in fact have a designated time
of performance. Another idiomatic e pression is amana sa , or playing along with the
needs of time.

5 So ubi uitous in nglish (but not in German, for instance).
59 It took me years to recogni e that these usages are not simply mistakes made by

unmusical people
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been essentially unaffected by secularist or scientific-rationalis
formation, since such trends were introduced from urope an
came to e ist separately from, rather than being incorporated
the indigenous world view.6o
Islam, no less than udaism and Christianity,61 is founded
notion of temporality linking life from Creation and the Past
the end of time, the Last udgment and the uture (abad). But
part of Creation, and outside of it God s reality e ists in infin
eternity ( idam). Time therefore is no way a universal measur

something meted out by God and ultimately relative-- Cre

502

time khali -e- aman is one of is scriptural titles.62 or Mus
then, temporal lineality is standard but not temporal causality
God alone, not temporal se uence, is causal. Natural causation i
superseded by ultimate causation which bestows intelligibilit
significance on natural processes in their entirety.6
Time, as articulated in the doctrines of ta addud-i-amthal (r
of similars) and of kashf (manifestation), does not signify a con
duration but a constellation of nows 64 each caused by the Cr
is will is the ultimate cause of time and hence of events in t
that specific causes are not independently meaningful.65 Te

lineality has been conceptuali ed as the dynamic connective

present with the past which provides a record of divine causa

not by accident does historiography constitute one of th

achievements of Islamic civili ation, notably in ideologically ah

cal

indu India.

6o Characteristically, Muhammad I bal wrote his modernist interpretatio
form of nglish lectures they e ist intellectually uite apart from his e ually
but more traditional Persian and Urdu poetry (and have not been translated in

language).
6 A careful review of the history of uropean time indicates a great deal of
parallel between pre-Renaissance Christian and Islamic conceptions and usage.
62 A. Arnalde , idam, The ncyclopaedia of Islam, ed. C. . Bosworth, . van
on el, B. Lewis, and Ch. Pellat, V, (Leiden, 19 6), 95-99.

6 a lur Rahman, Ma or Themes of the u ran (Chicago, 19 0), 66.
64 This conception is beautifully articulated in the famous poem by the 1 thcentury mystic and poet alaluddin Rumi which likens time to a burning stick that
moves, generating a line of light, see A i Ahmad, Change, Time and Causality with Special

Reference to Muslim Thought (Lahore, Pakistan Philosophical Conference, 1974), 11 .

65 Ahmad, op. cit., see also Louis Massignon, Time in Islamic Thought, ed.

oseph Campbell, Bollingen Series 0ean uring, Musi ue et

(New ork and Princeton, 1957). See further

tase: L audition mysti ue dans la tradition Soufie (Paris, 19

), 91,

where he points out that Arabic does not have verbal tenses rather its usage implies an
atomistic vision of time. This however is so for a great many other languages outside

the Indo- uropean category.
66 Peter ardy, Islam in Medieval India, Sources of Indian Tradition, comp. by
. T. de Bary et al., (New ork, 195 ).
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The Sufi world view67 partakes of this temporal lineality with
dynamic of divine causation. It looks back, and up, to founding sain
to the Prophet, and thereby to God. A spiritual genealogy and cha
of transmission (silsila) links each Sufi to this hierarchy through h

spiritual preceptor (sheikh), while a spiritual path (tarf a) with app
priate stages (ma am) leads him forward in his uest toward close
with God through those saintly figures who are near im, culmin
ing in his permanent union with God in death (wisal). By thus look
both backward and forward the Sufi partakes of a dynamic that i

effect reinforces, but at the same time reverses linear time. Linear

time is thus transformed through spiritual progress toward that
source from which all spiritual life originated.
Cutting across this dual lineal structure--comprising a spiritual
genealogy established in the past, and a spiritual path with its stages

reaching into the future-is the state of direct knowledge of the
eternal. 69 This state is e perienced in hal, divine ecstasy, in which

past and future are subsumed within the eternal Present of God.
Though contained within each heart, this e perience of eternal
time ( idam) is a special blessing beyond deliberate striving, sparked
50
by the mystical force of love which alone can bridge the distinction
between Created and Creator, leading to divine union. Permanently
achieved only with the individual s final e tinction on his death, this
union with the ultimate Beloved (termed wisal or Curs, i.e., wedding)
can be e perienced in life as a temporary state of ecstasy (hal, wa d) in
which the self becomes submerged in the sheikh, a saint, or ultimately
in God. Sufis seek this goal through cognitive or ritual sensory processes as well as through verbal-musical invocation. owever the occurrence of hal is beyond human causation its timing is by divine
accident and it occurs on divine time which is relative, for God is

ultimately arbitrary and not sub ect to natural causation. In fact, one

of the foundational documents of Sufism and its musical ritual

(sama )7o places hal in direct u taposition with time:

The hal is tha

67 Presented here are concepts relevant to Sufism in South Asia. See also uresh
op. cit., (19 7), 79 ff.
6 The consistent use of the masculine pronoun is deliberate, given that Sufism
(and Islam generally) addresses primarily men who are also its prime practitioners
was almost consistently the only woman in attendance at the Sufi assemblies tha

recorded.

69 Titus Burckhardt, An Introduction to Sufi

hore, 19

octrine, trans.

. M. Matheson (La-

), 15.

70 Sama literally means listening. The Persian treatise ashf-al-Mah iib by Alial- u wiri (d. ca. 1o72), one of Sufism s earliest authorities and a ma or saint in Pakistan

whose shrine is in Lahore.
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which descends upon time and adorns it as the spirit adorn

body. 71 f course, the living Sufi remains within time, but wh
striving or activation leads him to be with himself in the pleas
wa t (time), he is with God in the delight of hal, a state whic
received and transtemporal. 72
Sufism has enshrined this temporal dualism in the complem

tary concepts of fand and ba a (annihilation and sustenance), as
taposed in the famous Persian verse by the mystic Abd-al u

Gangahi (d. 15 7):7

Guft uddisi fa ir-e-dar fana-o-dar ba i
hud bakhud a ad bidi khud giraftar amadi.

uddusi says: the mystic e ists in both annihilation and sustenanc
Spontaneously he attains freedom, spontaneously he becomes con-

tained anew.

Beyond, and in addition to what is essentially cognitive time
accessible through personal e perience, organic life is oriented to
504

natural processes which govern e ternal (creation) time and are manifested in the movement of cosmos and nature. The divinely ordained
arbitrariness and relativity of time is clearly articulated in the coe istence of two time systems which never converge, the cosmologicalritual (lunar) system and the seasonal (solar) systems of time reckoning. The result is a ritual time framework separate from, but totally
intertwined with secular, agricultural or now
estern clock time, so
that the Muslim lives in (at least) two time systems at once, activating
one or the other, while both continue. This simultaneity stands in
contradistinction to the
estern u taposition of two mutually e clusive realities which Langer terms virtual versus profane time,74

and to the alternating co-presence of one with the other.

ualism

clearly operates at several levels in the Muslim reckoning of duration
and time this forms part of the highly dualistic universe of Islamic,
and particularly Sufi, thinking which becomes manifest in the freuent use of paired concepts to delineate a cognitive domain.75 The

71

u wiri, al-,

ashfal-Mah iib, trans. R. A. Nicholson, Gibb Memorial Series no.

17 (London, 1959 1911 ),

19.

72 u wiri, op. cit., p. 70, see also the discussion of time in Islam by L. Gardet,
al, The ncyclopedia of Islam, ed. B. Lewis, C. . Pellet, and . Schacht, III (Leiden,
1971),
- 4, with reference to arith al Muhasibi.
7
ahur Ahsan Sharib, humkhana-e-Tasawwuf (New elhi, 1965),
974 Langer, op. cit., 125. See also ramer (19 ), op. cit., 17.
75 To name ust a few within the Sufi domain: umarad-fu ard (the worldly rich-the
spiritually rich/worldly poor), hal- al (ecstasy-cognition), mashrab-ma hab (mysticismorthodo y) na l-asl (imitation - genuineness).
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dual conception of time itself is e pressed by several perspective

the complementary concepts of fana and ba a.76
The goal of transcending the abyss between the dual domain
time and to e perience their simultaneity or mutual entrainme
is pursued through the uest for ecstasy, the ritual core of Sufi
The primary means employed to achieve this divine union is rem
brance by verbal invocation (Arabic dhikr or ikr in arsi/Urdu
The dynamic principle of ikr is repetition, a motion in time of
essentially circular nature. Sufis themselves e plain this as lai ka

(encirclement of pace or rhythm) a cyclical temporal pattern
carries the verbal repetition even when the words are not act
spoken.
hat marks each temporal pattern is arb (stroke, blow

heart beat),79 meant to stir the heart at the culmination of each v
invocation. In the classical ikr recitation it is marked by a vocal a

and reinforced by a strong downward nod. This nod is the ar
point of a circular head movement carried out during each

in a counter-clockwise direction, so that the head rises toward the

ikr p

right and descends bowing toward the heart.so igure 1 presents the
most important ikr in Islam which is known and practiced univer505
sally.
ikr has a profound temporal association with the Covenant
between man and God and thus with the beginning of created time.
Time in the Ritual of Sama
The declared purpose of a sama or awwal assembly is to guide the Sufi toward mystical knowledge and, most of all, to
arouse mystical emotion, to the state of spiritual ecstasy. The primary
medium used for the path of conscious striving is a powerful poetic
idiom evoking nearness to sheikh saint Prophet, and God through the
bond of mystical love.
The ritual of sama thus embodies the notion of ikr together with
the notion of spiritual teaching through the insights of Sufi masters
76 Rahman, op. cit.
77 The term is adapted from social psychology, anice R. elly,
ntrainment in
Individual and Group Behavior, The Social Psychology of Time: New Perspectives, ed.
oseph . McGrath (Newbury Park, CA, 19 ).
7
or a discussion of ikr and its relationship to the sama concept see uring, op.
cit., 155 ff.

79 The original meaning of the term in Persian is also accented beat, or down-

beat, Gen ichi Tsuge, Ava : A Study of the Rhythmic Aspects in Classical Iranian Music,

Ph. . issertation (Ann Arbor, MI, 1974), 75so An analogous circular gesture is in standard use when a donor circles a gift of
money above the recipient s head to evoke divine blessing upon him.
i The words constitute the first part of the shahdda, the testimony or credo of
Islam: La ildha ilallah Muhammad al rasdlallah (there is no God but God and Muhammad
is his Prophet).
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ikr Recitation: La Ilaha Ilallah (there is no God but
God).

verbal recitation LR i-lw-hn il-al-lah

durational pattern

. )

verbal accent

head movement
(view from above)

which were encapsulated and e pressed in poetry
of Sufism.
stablished at least since the i1 th cent
musical forms but retains its basic adherence to
Thus, in South Asian awwalh cyclical rhythmic
e panded, but they remain marked with a percus

506

clapping and of strongly accented drum stroke
struments occupy a non-obligatory background f
phonic accompaniment. The standard ensemble is

a lead singer who normally plays the portabl
drummer who plays the dholak (barrel drum)

leader) is in control of the proceedings.
Sama , or

awwdlh singing, is set within the ritual

frame of Islam. It occurs in relation to the five
(before ohr or between asr and maghrib in the

maghArib or Cisha in the evening) weekly on the
ing the dead (Thursday) and on the day of comm

day) monthly and yearly-in accordance with
-on special saints days, most prominently on

union with God ( urs).
aman (Arabic: time), to ch
for holding a sama ritual, is the first of the three
in the tenets of classical Sufism by its prime e p
Gha ali (d. 1111), which continue to inform Sufi
sama assembly. 2

The performance se uence is broadly defin

that calls for songs invoking first God, the Prop

s 2 auman, makdn, ikhwan (right time, place and parti
Gha ali, Al Gha ali on Islamic Guidance, trans, with a commen

asem (Mangi, Malaysia, 1979),

4

see also

uncan Black

Religion in Islam as affected by Music and Singing, being a Tr
Ilhya Ulum ad- in of al-Gha ali,
ournal of the Royal Asiat

Syed Sabah-ud-

in Abdur Rahman, Ba m-e-Siifiya (A amgar
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along with mystical states. Although not rigidly observed in its entirety, this convention nevertheless insures an invocational progression from the realm of temporally prior and spiritually e alted toward
the here and now of spiritual e perience, which in turn opens up the
entire realm of the mystical past to simultaneity. voked in the songs
performed, such simultaneity or coevalness finds articulation among
listeners in two distinct ways suggesting two e periential modes one
is the result of deliberate striving, the other of intuition. The timing
of these e periences and even of the songs that evoke them is essentially arbitrary, for they are conceived of as divine blessings, sub ect to
God s will at that moment, although it is mediated by the sheikh who
controls the assembly in his role of living representative of the saintly
hierarchy which culminates in God himself. A sama assembly is thus
convened and structured arbitrarily e act starting and ending time as
well as the duration of individual song performances are all in the
hands of the sheikh. Acting on behalf of the saint puts him literally in
a different time frame, activating his identity as a saint s representative.
This complete readiness for the unpredictably occurring tem-

poral se uencing of events is also reflected in the often arbitrary

507
timing of attendance by listeners and most of all in the entirely
intuitive, moment-based choice and se uence of songs being performed.
Altogether the sama setting sets the stage for actually e periencing

moment time or what Corbin terms the characteristic Islamic notion

of a gala y of instants. 4
ithin this situational frame, the performance of awwahl creates
a se uential process in which the te tual message unfolds line by line,
verse by verse, and song by song. Along its discursive flow any portion
or facet of the te t message can become the focus of intense mystical

engagement, to the point of ecstatic arousal. or such engagement
to actually take place re uires dwelling on the particular te t unit so
that the full impact of its meaning can be allowed to unfold. This is
achieved through repetition, so that the audible present is filled
with the single meaning of its message as in ikr. Thus the performance occasion of Sufi songs, central to a ma or arena for the e periential life of the mystic, takes place in a frame of linear time, but its
flow can at any moment be overlaid by the more powerful e perience
This became strikingly evident on two occasions when respected sheiks at the
great shrines of hwa a Muinuddin Chishti in A mer and Ni amuddin Auliya in elhi
refused to accept offerings by this author after the ritual events of the saint s anniversary were concluded, since outside of their temporary impersonation of the saint they

would have accepted the gift on behalf of themselves only. Syed

aleem Chishty,

iscussion (A mer: hwa a Muinuddin Chishti Shrine, November 14, 1975) and hwa a
asan Ni ami, iscussion (New elhi: Ni amuddin Auliya Shrine, anuary 2, 1976).
4 Massignon, op. cit., lo .
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of an eternal now. This is well-e pressed in the much uoted
sical arsi verse which also alludes to the essentially divine ori
the effect evoked by sama songs:
hushk tar o khushk chob o khushk posh,
A ku a mri yad ifi awa -e-dost
Nai e tir o nai e chob o nai e posh,
hud bakhud mi ayad iTfi awa -e-dost

ry strings, dry wood, dry skin (the materials of musical instrumen
hence comes the voice of the Beloved

Not from strings, not from wood, nor from skin,
rom

imself comes the voice of the Beloved.

Te t and Time

A

awwalh song consists of poem and stroph

musical setting, along with melodic variants that serve structur

purposes. It is usually prefaced by an Introductory Verse (r
and the entire performance is introduced by an Instrumenta
50

lude (naghma). At the core of sama , however, is the poem. Poetry

always been the primary language of Sufism, 5 in particula
gha al, an Arab-Persian poetic genre that also predominates i

awwalh repertoire. The song chosen for this e ploration of aw
relative to time is a gha al by the 1 th-century Sufi poet Amir h
with its traditional musical setting ascribed by some performer

the poet himself it is one of Indic Sufism s favored classical son
igure 2 presents the complete te t as contained in two standard

collections. 7

The

awwalh poetic idiom is declarative, e pressional, didactic,

confessional, but not narrative. Its units of content are self-contained

verses, linked to each other by general thematic character and by a
common metric and rhyming scheme. The binary structure of each
verse has a highly developed dynamic between antecedent and conse uent, or statement and answer. This dynamic is reflected in the
paired literary terms for first and second verse line: dava (assertion)
is followed by avab-e-dava (reply to assertion) or tamsdl (illustration)
by dalil (proof).
hat amounts essentially to an iambic or upbeatdownbeat structural pattern is reinforced by the rhyme scheme and
5 or a comprehensive discussion of Sufism and poetry see Annemarie Schimmel, Mystical imensions of Islam (Chapel ill, N.C., 1975).
6 Regula Burckhardt ureshi, Sufi Music of India and Pakistan: Sound, Conte t and
Meaning in awwal (Cambridge, 19 6), 21 ff.
7 akim Muhammad Idris han, Risala-e-Sama aur Naghmat-e-Sama (Bareilly,
197 ), 9 -
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2. The Poem

I

Chasm-e- Maste cA abe.

I Chashm-e-mast-e- a abe

ulf

cstatic eyes so wondrous, lon

tara -e- a abe locks so wondrous

Maiparast-e-a abe fitna tara -e-

ine worshippers so wondro

a abe beguiling Beloved so wondrous.

II Bahr-e- atlam cho kashad teglh As
e draws the sword, I of
neham sar basu ud my head in prostration
U bana -e- a abe man banaya -e- is beneficient deed: how

a abe wondrous, my submission:
how wondrous

III

a t-e-bismil shudanam chashm In the spasm of being killed my

barfyash bi ast eyes beheld

our face

Mehrbin-e- a abe bandanawi -e- Benevolence so wondrous,

a abe guidance and protection so
wondrous

IV

aid kardi ba alam keh tamasha ave you imprisoned me or made
kardi me a spectacle to the world
ida bi -e- a abe ulf tara -eour glance 509
is every

a abe wondrous, and

our beauty:

how wondrous.

V Turk ta -e- a abe shoba baba - Amorous teasing so wondrous,

e- a abe beguiling so wondrous.

a kulsh-e- a abe arbada sa -e- Tilted cap so wondrous, t

a abe tor so wondrous.

VI Ta -e-abrf-e-to chiri
ibla sar-e- Before the arc
man basu ud my head is prostrate in adoration

Chashm-e-bad dfr keh hastam May evil ga e be averted at this

banami -e-ca abe prayer so wondrous.

VII Gul a ab husn-o- amil-o-khat-o-

wondrous flower of beauty,

khil-o-gesa delight and adornment,

Sarw-e- ad-e- a abe

amat-e- A cypress-like stature so

na -e-ca abe wondrous, a figure alluringly
wondrous.

VIII

a

mago kalma-e-kufr ast dar

in a

o not reveal the Truth in this

husrau world of heresy, o

husrau.

Ra dan-e- a abe sahib-e-ra -e- The Source of mystery is won-

a abe drous, the

nower of secrets is
wondrous.
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echoed by the poetic meter at the level of divisions within th
line, as illustrated in igure . In contrast, the phonemic s
coherence between verses is only connotational, not se uentia
unites all verses e ually is their structure, both durational (me
phonetic (rhyme scheme). Appropriately, the gha al has been

showcase in which shers (verses) are elegantly displayed an

which they can be pulled out (in any order).
nly the open
closing verse give the poem a limited lineal frame.
The showcase, that is the formal scheme of metric and r
constraints, is what has earned the gha al the epithet musical
constraints find their acoustic e pression reinforced by the p

scheme of Arabic loan vocabulary in Persian and Urdu. Sin

510

facets of the formal scheme are rendered with accuracy in or
formance, the metric long-short arrangement with its preval
longs over shorts and its ending in longs, and most of all the
rhyme scheme in each verse transmit their strong iambic feel o
tural up and downbeat to the te t line. In the rhyme scheme t
time pattern occurs at two levels. Between the two verse lines t
open-ended line is followed by the conclusive and rhyming

line. This pattern is reinforced within the second line betw

beginning and ending portion, culminating in a doubly emphat

clusion of the line and verse.

ithin each verse content and form thus

coincide the durational dynamic reinforces the dynamic of the mean-

ing se uence embodied in the antecedent-conse uent structure. 9
The result is a powerful dynamic of suspense and release whose
acoustic-semantic effect is cathartic, as any listener of awwalU can

affirm.

In addition to, and uite apart from the structural temporality of
the poem, le ical content conveys a different sort of temporal meaning, starting with the language itself. Chashm-e-maste is in classical

arsi. Unlike

indi and Urdu, the more contemporary languages

used in awwalf, arsi evokes the hallowed era of classical Sufism and
its Persian roots it is the idiom of mystical e pression par e cellence.
arsi also evokes the glorious past of Muslims in India where Persian

was the court and elite language for centuries.

ere this focus is

rendered more specific through the author of the poem, Amir husrau, who was not only a great Sufi but also an important member of
the Imperial Court in g1 th-century elhi. But the primary association

rances
. Pritchett,
rient Pearls Unstrung: The
Gha al,
debiyat, vol. NS 4 (199 ), 119- 5.
9 irst discussed by Tsuge, op. cit.

uest for Unity in the
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. Gha al Verse: Iambic Structural Pattern.

Te t: 1. Chashm-e-maste a abe

ulf tara -e- a be 2. Maiparast-e-a abe fitna tar -e a abe

Poetic meter: - - / - - - - /- - - -/- -/
Metric

groupings: --- - -/
Line division:

Verse lines:

of this authorship is the contemporary saint Ni amuddin Auliya who
was Amir husrau s spiritual preceptor his sheikh or pi-r.
hat this te t invokes, however, is not a historical past, distant
from the present, for the poetic content itself brings the relationship
between Sufi and Sheikh into the e periential realm of the present.
The mystic is ecstatic in the contemplation of the eternal Beloved,
511

in the e perience of attraction and separation, of annihilation and

union.

pressed in the metaphors of the Persian past (the titled cap

of the Turk 90 who is the cupbearer of the wine of gnosis), this

e perience knows no temporal bounds its fulfillment lies beyond this
life, in the realm of eternity.
ithin this general theme, each couplet offers a complete facet
of the mystical e perience and brings into sharp focus the duality of
Lover and Beloved, aided by the highly symmetrical verse structure.
The regular structure of the poetic meter receives further emphasis

through the internal repetition of the monorhyme ca abe ( wondrous ). This augments the arrival points within each verse, thereby
intensifying the effect of the downbeat-like punch word a abe, central in its meaning to the mystery of the mystical uest.91
Considering the narrative content of the poem, then, each verse
presents itself as a complete whole-it unfolds as a moment in time.
Couplets follow each other in a se uence of mobile form 92 which is
freely modified in performance, though anchored by a marked opening and closing verse. This is well-illustrated by a comparison of five
9o In classical Persian literature, turk stands for beautiful and fair-skinned the
tilted cap (ka kulah) was a standard adornment of young men.
9 I have tried to convey the dynamic of this uintessentially iambic structure in
the translation, although the syntactic limitations of nglish re uired stretching the
limits of good usage.
92 ramer (19 ), op. cit., 5o.
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different performances of Chashm-e- Maste cA abe by three well-kno

hereditary awwals (Mera Ahmad Ni ami, the late A i Ahmad
arsi, and Aslam Sabri), as tabulated in igure 4.9 Starting wi

te t, each Sufi Indian musician in effect creates a uni ue ti

e perience for each performance, a macro-movement in time
In its entirety, then, the gha al conveys a dual time perspecti

contrast to the essentially non-linear character of the gha

512

whole, the content within each verse is highly se uential, or, in
mer s terms, processive, that is, the implications of the secon
arise from events in the first line.94 The couplet in fact, is stru
on the principle of structural upbeat (arsis), followed by struct
downbeat (thesis). Thus, whereas author, language, idiom, and m
unite the poem in a general way, it is its formal structure that pr
internal coherence, relating, not connecting, the verses to each
by rhyme and strongly patterned metric consistency. Structur
marks the beginning of the poem by a rhyme in both lines
opening verse, and its end by the insertion of the poet s name
final verse.95 But the gha al is clearly not a se uential event in
mer s terms it is distinctly non-linear, for its internal parts are
mined not by preceding parts but rather in accordance with im
cations that arise from principles or tendencies governing the
piece. 96
f course the discursive te t message, in addition to its inherent
structural flow, has referential content to duration and time, both as
to temporal se uence linking present to past, and to the uni ue tem-

poral moment involving the mystical e perience of a specious

present. n the basis of its semanticity, any such te t unit, even a
narrative one, can inspire a listener and become the focus of a moment e perience. The musician then converts it, through continuous
repetition, into a non-narrative unit of specious time, and it becomes separated from its se uential temporal connotation.97 inally,
in a performance, the total te tual-musical utterance is also embedded in the durational frame of religious calendrical time reckoning,
with its relevant associations of religiously significant moments. The
9 Performances: Mera Ahmad Ni ami, Chashm-e- Maste A abe (Gulbarga: Syed
Muhammad Gesudara Shrine, 1975), Chashm-e-Maste A abe (Bombay: Private Sufi

Assembly, 1975), Chashm-e- Maste CA abe (New elhi: Ni amuddin Auliya Shrine, 1976).

A i Ahmad

han

arsi, Chashm-e- Maste A abe (New elhi: Ni amuddin Auliya

Shrine, 1975). Akhtar Sabri, Chashm-e- Maste CA abe (New elhi:
Shrine, 1975).
94 ramer (19 ), op. cit., 20o.
95 This latter device is considered standard but optional.
96 ramer (19 ), op. cit., 20o.
97 iscussed further on p. 520, below.

hwa a

asan Ni ami
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4. Verse Arrangements of
Maste cA abe.

ive Performances of

Mera Ahmad Ni ami 1976 1 2
Mera Ahmad Ni ami 1975a 1 2
Mera Ahmad Ni ami 1975b 1 2
A i

Ahmad

han

Chasm-e

4 5 6 7
5 6 7
4 6

arsi 1975 1 5 2 7

Akhtar Sabri 1975 1 2 6

7

day of a saint s anniversary, the we
the hour approaching prayer time c
delimit the ongoing temporal messa

meanings thus become inscribed i

enriching, e panding, or delimiting
specificity of meaning.

Time and

awwalT
51 Mus

awwalT music enhances poe
the stirring effect of beautiful mus

different, more immediate sensor
Sufi writers since its beginnings.9
been musical sound,99 but it must be
the poem to be spiritually legitimat
The sama ritual is concretely defi

created by a seamless continuity b

formers change). Two distinct kinds
heard in
u taposition both se uen
a regular, strongly articulated metri

temporal se

uence based on verbal

proper contains both, whereas the t
feature each in turn.
irst the instr

ally, melody) presents a fast and s

9
ear of the powerful and instant effe
attending
awwalk performances
in several S
iting
awwalk altogether.

99

u wiri, op. cit.,

9

-420o. The same p

sama in an entirely discursive frame.
o The analogy with Bart6k s tempo giusto a
in more than one way, given the possible Mu
dual pattern.
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together with a melody composed of se uential patterns
force the metric cycle together they invoke the duration

of the ikr Allahi ( , ) which is thereby to be implanted in the

listener s consciousness.

Ne t, the Introductory Verse (ruba ) offers a short, self-

contained verse sung in the pattern of speech rhythm to a chant-lik

melody, pro ecting the se uence of the verbal message. The aim

514

discursive: to introduce a thematic focus for the song that is to follo
immediately.
ample 2 illustrates both te tual content and melodi
rhythmic character of the ruba i. In the song proper, finally, recurre
metric and discursive speech-rhythmic durational arrangements co
verge, for here the verbal se uence is integrated into, and adapted
the drum s durational pattern, as shown in
ample .
Tension between these two temporal modes is at the base of every
performance of awwdlr. or on the one hand, verbal rhythm alon
lacks that compelling regularity of ikr and the sense of divine supr
temporal presence it invokes. n the other hand, a rhythmic patte
without verbally articulated spiritual content is suspect because it i
potentially un-spiritual. cstasy based on only sound alone has alwa
been considered of a low order indeed only the uninitiated and un-

lettered, especially women, partake of it. o Thus the relationsh

between the two durational modes is ideationally anchored, creating

a blueprint for performance. But only in the presence of, and

response to listeners do the two sound modes engage with each oth
across the wide range of combinational alternatives that are built int

the awwalT musical idiom. Performers thus create a uni ue web of
temporal interaction which articulates the flow of e perience uni u
to each assembly.
The musical setting reinforces this durational dynamic, first of
all in the metric articulation of the poetic long-short pattern. In th
song proper, this pattern is regulari ed to fit a musical meter. The

drum pattern (theka)1 o provides an independent acoustic frame fo
the meter and in fact functions much like an ostinato underlying th
melodic setting of the song, 0s at the same time it also incorporates t
duple accentuation that invokes ikr.
ith regard to the formal scheme, the principal feature is the
contrast between first and second verse lines by means of tessitura. A
initial tune with a higher tessitura leads into a concluding tune with
1o
u wiri, op. cit., 500. Mera Ahmad Ni ami,
din Auliya Shrine, April 19, 1976).

iscussion (New

elhi: Ni amud

1o2 Theka is the Sufi musicians term for tal, the standard term used in

industani

art music.

o0

Meyer s discussion of repetition and ostinato, op. cit., 1 7, are pertinen
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1. Instrumental Prelude (Naghma).

Moderate Tempo (ca.

10 )

(Al- lah- hii, Al- lah- hil, Al- lah- hil, Al- lah Al- lah,
LS.

rum r
Claps

.

.

(oa

515

0I)

Al- lah- hii, Al- lah- hAl, Al- lah- hii, Al- lah- hi)
(drum and claps continue)

S(to ca..

150) t.

Al- lah- hil, Al- lah- h i , Al- lah- hii, Al- lah-

lower tessitura once again creating an iambic patt
through melody. The downward pitch movemen

ond line acts as a literal melodic e uivalent of

toward the

downbeat

embodied in the second line.

The rhythmic setting of the tune fits the long-short arrangement
of the verse meter but adapts it musically to turn each of the four
poetic feet into an iambic structure of its own. This is achieved on one
hand by the shortening of all upbeat syllables at the beginning of
the foot, including the long syllable that follows the caesura, and on
the other by the lengthening of each final syllable, thereby adding
melodic weight to the structural downbeats within each foot. The

long penultimate syllable ingeniously carries a grouping of short
notes which not only mark it as structurally

upbeat
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2. Introductory Verse in Recitative (Ruba T).

P i I

I .---

1. Shud dilam shefa- ta- e

2.

ard a b - mira mar

i

in

.

4.

516

ulf a chali- pi- e kase

i

Ai

i

i

i

i

i

iii

nargis- e-shah li e kase

I

khushi

I

I

ti

-

la-e-man

hiin-e-man

gird-

rang-e-hi

the drive to the structu
sive durational musical
meter, rather than the
the long-short pattern
multiply reinforces the
5 and compare with
i
eyed to the 1 meter
organi
ation of this tu
metric units in each lin
called
aww
lU tal (
aww
structure, with a downb

portion of two subdiv
2 and 4. It is worth n
of the main melody e

( ,g ff),
so that drum pattern and melody together intensify each
other
in performance.1o4
The melodic setting of Chashm-e- maste, apart from serving the
durational articulation of the poem, also conveys its own temporal
meaning as an old tune, associated with a past era of spiritual
1o4 A drive to the downbeat is also a prime characteristic of rhythm and drumming in industani North Indian art music generally where it is linked to the concept
of sam. Significantly, the musicians term for this forward drive is the Persian amad,
(coming, arrival), discussed in Sushil umar Saksena, The inged orm: Aesthetic ssays
on industani Music (New elhi, 979), i2 ff.
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. The Song Setting:

: , . t

. . .

Chashm-e- Maste

i i , I

II. Chashm- e- mast- e
L

.

a-

a- be

A abe.

ul-

Clap

- I

fa

A1

da-

ri

-

e

,

a-

a-

I

be

.

. I. , I.. ,,, I ., , ,

517
I 1. Chashm- e- mast- e

Ill. Bahr- e-

ta-

Mai-

112.

0

ri

pa-

ba-

-

e

a-

rast-

ni

-

e

e

a-

iid

a-

a-

ni

ba- na- yi

ul-

,

gh9 ne- ham sar ba- su-

12.

a- be

atl- am chii ka- shad te-

.I

fa

a-

- e

a-

a- be

be

a-

a-

be

be

fit-

man

ta-
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Iambic

MUSIC L G
Character of Gha al Verse Reinforced Musi-

cally.
Poetic

meter

( thesis

-

-

-

-

-

syllable) 1 1 or

I

Musical
reali ation
in (/)
( thesis syllable
prolonged)

.

(

Musical reali ation in 6/
( thesis

syllable accented)

authority. This is reflected in performance

trolled tempo strictly within the confines of ba
pace not e ceeding a pulse speed of about MM
ually significant to the musical elements e

51

posed setting of the song are those musical
create the process of its performance so as
message of the poem. At the core is the str

enables the performers to single out and intens
to serve the goal of arousing and sustaining th

love. Those processes may be subsumed unde

of repetition. Sufis distinguish three kinds of rep

and takrar they may loosely be translated as: r
(after insertion) and multiple repetition. All t
same syntactic procedure characteristic of
aw
Repetition in song differs fundamentally fr
part, for while spoken repetition interrupts t
music is capable of embedding repetition with

enabling the simultaneous e

periencing of

achieved very simply, through a process of m

ing the phrase which is to be repeated. Th

provided by an ending which integrates the ph

of the unit to be repeated, in contrast to it

integrates it with the unit that follows ne t. 0
reiterated are melodically adapted to se uentia
an allomorphic procedure at the end of a mu
o05

hile today some

modern

and

light

awwa l

faster pace, older performers and Sufis refer to the consiste

earlier times.

io6 The procedure clearly resembles that of first and second endings in Common Practice compositions.
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Chashme

mast-

e

a-

a-

be

ul-

Ahe
Chashme

hi

mast-

e

ul-

Chashme

L,

,

,

i, r r . 1-- .1r ,i
Chashme

mast-

e

ul-

fa

dari

-

e

a-

Ahe
fa

da-

ri

maste

e

Ahe

I

fa

-

I

I

- f : ir l

da-

ri

-

e

u

S

continue

repeat

ul-

fa

da-

I

ri

ru

9
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euphemistically termed

functional melody.

Melodic functi

based on the general principle that a rising melodic movement
end of a unit signals the continuation or e tension of the same
sage through some form of repetition, whereas the standard m
ending or a descending movement signal its completion and onw
movement to the ne t musical unit. In this way, the multiple r
tion of a brief melodic phrase can be completely integrated
larger melodic structure, for the ending provides the phrase
structural clarity as to its se uential direction.
All three structuring processes serve the intensification of a s
semantic unit, be it a te t phrase or even a single word, by fillin
perceptual present with nothing but the e perience of its mess
eliminating from perception any connectives to either prior or
se uent parts of the utterance. In essence this isolation is achiev
repetition, a procedure whose negative valuation in
estern thi

has caused it to be both ignored and misunderstood. o7

520

ar

creating what
estern writers like to term redundancy becau
prevents the introduction of new information, repetition serve
enrich and e pand the meaning of a meaningful moment by c
ating for it an e clusive perceptual space, an autonomous e i
in the specious present, that is, the time interval ... in which

e perience the flow of events as being simultaneously availa
perceptual or cognitive analysis. 1o

In awwhlf, this basic goal of repetition is achieved by reiter
(dohra nd) which involves restatement, implying a semantic char

of the repeated unit. ohrdnd in effect achieves a balance be
reinforcing a discursive message cognitively apprehended and a

tuitive or connotative message. That is, a perceptual mome
simultaneous apprehension-the specious present of psych
-is filled and e tended with a single message unit.

Recurrence, by means of an intervening Verse Insertion (gir
e pands the cognitive span of the meaningful moment, by off
semantic enrichment of the message, as is illustrated in
amp
Multiple repetition (takrdr) on the other hand, reduces the cog

span of the meaningful moment above all by fully alignin
message with the acoustic span of the drummed metric
107 Interestingly, the study of literature rather than music has generated the
insight that repetition, much more than linearity, is a primary category of time. See
.
olfgang oldheim, The ermeneutic Mode: ssays on Time in Literature and Literary
Theory (Ithaca, N , 19 4), 1.
io
ohn A. Michon and anet L. ackson, Attentional ffort and Cognitive Strategies in Processing of Temporal Information, Proceedings of the Conference on Time,
Perception, and Timing, ed. . Gibbon and L. G. Allen (New ork, 19 4), 90o. See also

ramer (19

), op. cit.,

11-14.
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5. Recurrence through Verse Insertion (Girah).

(Song) (Recitative)
V2.

a - ku- I ih e (Inserted verse begins):

1. San- s i- r ahar ko pu- e kul ko agat sa- ri he

2. Mak- ke meniko- T dhun-dhe

.

i- sh ko ko- T chi- he

un- yi mei ap- ne pT ke pay- y in pariin na ki- he
,

.

I

4.

0)

I

5.

V2.

I

Ii

k

ar

I

r

i

r I

Man

,

,

auma

I

I

,

ib-

a - ku- 1ii he

mil-

521

lat

e

ri

r-

la

rist

a

kardam

a abe. -.

thereby activating pulse and accent with their

rhythm. Takrdr is musically simple because its repea

and accelerated in pace-a process of pure repeti
melodic endings are secondary to the continual d

rumming reinforces this dimension by strong acce
takrar unit and by an accelerating pace.
In performance all three kinds of repetition are

used in tandem, but their culmination is always takrar w
total intuitive involvement. or the aim of sama music is to transcend

cognition, to move beyond the stage (ma am) of achieved insight
into a state (hal) of received illumination. et a cognitive presence
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is at the same time of the essence, for, as has been mentioned,

perceptual-intuitive e perience unenlightened by cognition is consid-

ered crude, even non-spiritual. Thus the duality of cognition-

perception or cognition-intuition set forth by Sufi ideology provides a
fle ible frame for enabling the Sufi to enter into a temporal mode of
simultaneity or verticality where, in ramer s formulation the

moment becomes the piece, os while at the same time the durational
continuity of discursive time is maintained: the piece goes on.
The musical process of singling out individual phrases through
reiteration, recurrence and multiple repetition re uires variants that
embody these structural alternatives. Such variants are created by
awwa l performers in all songs as needed. Chashm-e- Maste CA abe is
particularly rich in opportunity for such variants because the musical

setting e tends the final portion of each metric unit ( -- ) so that

it can then be filled in to serve both structural need and composi-

tional fancy. As

igure 6 shows, the special techni ue used here is

responsory, adding anything from filler syllables to a te t phrase in

diminution.
522

All these alternatives essentially serve to announce repetition of a

te tual-musical unit shorter than a full verse line this allophon
melodic function is to raise the final part of the unit in pitch to suggest

restatement of the unit while preserving melodic continuity. The o
verse melodic principle is applied to achieve conclusion and conti
uation. The use of descending melodic motion is particularly prom-

inent at the end of an introductory recitative (ruba-) and e ually so
at the end of a girah, a new verse that is inserted between statement

of a repeated song unit to enhance its meaning.

ere-as also in t

introductory verse (ruba-)--, the last line of the verse moves downward in pitch to signal conclusion and continuation either to the be
ginning of the song proper in the case of an Introductory Verse, or
the song portion from which the singer had earlier departed to inser
a verse. Since a high pitch is re uired in order to descend from i
both introductory and inserted verses leave their mid-octave tessitur
and ascend to the upper tonic, usually in the penultimate verse line
so as to achieve an effective descent in the last line, as the conclusion
of
ample 5 above illustrates clearly.
Perhaps the most important time repetition used to structure a
awwdl song is takrar, the multiple repetition supporting intense my
tical emotion or ecstasy. Takrar is the most characteristic feature o
awwalr to most people in performance, however, it is usually hear

109

ramer (19

), op. cit., 52.
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6. Response in

I

iminution (Takrar).

Leader: , i b
chashme maste

Chorus: a
chashm-e-maste-e

AMPL

6. Recitative becomes Sub ect to Metric Control for
Takrar.

Inserted Verse as Takrar: Song:

5. Man

ib- la ri- to kardam bar sim- to ka - ku- 1 he:

a -ku- lI he
52

5. Man

ib- la r is- to kardam...

a -ku- 1I- he

after the reiteration or restatement that follows an inser
reflects an advanced phase of audience arousal.
In Chashm-e- Maste cA abe, takrar can be carried out in a
ways, including a responsory which alternatively states the
normal tempo and in diminution (see igure 6 above). Any
tion can become sub ect to the need for multiple repetition
on occasion, a phrase from a recitative. In that case it bec

essary to introduce metric control, achieved by brin

rhythm into the frame of a musical meter and then to c
recitative monotone into an ade uately shaped pitch se
took place in an emotionally charged performance of Chash

as shown in

ample 6. In a sophisticated musical mo

former chose a triple meter to represent the poetic meter

and superimposed it polymetrically on the slower-pace
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duple meter of the ongoing song. The melodic simplification p

is also e emplified. At the same time, pitch clues direct an
the repeated phrase toward more repetitions or toward th

te t segment, thus enabling its integration into the larger me
structure.

Takrar, then, is the musical means par e cellence of
discursive into moment time while at the same time in

two into one temporal se uence. But one needs to re

this musical process is not autonomous, it takes place in
with the verbal utterance of the song te t, so that the
is semantically fused with the temporal content of the t
again, the entire te tual-musical utterance is semantical
and informed by the durational frame of calendrical ti
with its relevant e periential associations.
Conclusion

524

To sum up, the e plicit ideology of time brings
temporal meaning of awwhlf music into such clear relief tha
only informs but indeed generates its performance. The subst
these meanings, however, can only become manifest in the e p
of participants who create the performance, transforming a g
i ed blueprint into a specific reality. This process makes each
mance a uni ue moment within time created by divine will
within, but also transcending, the temporal order of creati

ultimate conse uence of this musical e perience is metaph

encapsulated in the famous account of one of the great ecstat
ments in Sufi history. That moment arose in i2 7, during a
performance for the Saint utabuddin Bakhtiir-i- aki at t
where his tomb now stands.lo The awwals were singing a pro

verse

e istence:

that dramatically encapsulates the mystic s dual tem

ushtagan-e-khan ar-e-taslTm ra
ar am ail a ghaib an-e-digar ast
or the victims of the dagger of submission
The Unseen brings a new life every moment

11o utabuddin Bakhtiar-i- aki s shrine is located in Mehrauli, South o
e was the spiritual successor to founder saint Muinudden Chishti of A m

second in the Chishti spiritual dynasty of India he died in
The verse is by the I1th-century Sufi poet Ahmad

cit., 29.
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Sufi tradition2m recounts how on hearing this verse the Saint
utabuddin Bakhtiar-e- aki entered an e tended state of ecstasy.
Takrar repetition of the verse continued for four days while the saint
appeared alternately to die on the first verse line and arise anew on
the second, until annihilation and sustenance, fana and ba a, merged
in his wisa l, the mystic s final union with God in death.
or Sufis, this episode is more than a metaphor, it is iconic with
that which transcends but also embraces time s multiplicity: Mystical

Love. Music, by conveying the e perience of this emotion in time
becomes its catalyst, likewise transcending but also encompassing particular messages. Among innumerable poetic statements Muhammad
I bal s Sufi voice succinctly articulates Love s concluding integration

of all preceding detail in a famous verse line:
Ish

ki ek ast ne tai kar dia

issa tamim

Love, with a single leap, has cut across the entire story (of life).

In considering what this e ploration of time in awwal contributes in relation to the broader realm of time-music perspectives,
525 several characteristics stand out. Perhaps the most striking characteristic
is the e plicitly performative nature of time articulation in awwalh,

and of musical processes that are directly linked to the emergent
uality of e perienced time. The interactive and variable nature of

the musical e ecution of aww lU songs certainly reinforces this dominant aspect of awwald. It also rivets the music to human agency, not
only in the historical sense of musical-cultural authorship but in the
larger sense of its multiple, immediate impact on every musical production. The condition of orality thus profoundly affects the musical
research process. Since investigating time in this music is perforce
performance-based, these connections become part of the investigator s e perience. True, for analytical purposes the musical sound in
transcription may be fi ed and contemplated as a static ob ect, but
throughout, the memory of its temporal flow remains the paramount

connection to the

total fact

of the performance as the ultimate

source of analytical priorities.
The second outstanding characteristic is the multiple character of
the musical time e perience in awwdl7, made available and mediated

1 2 This episode is known to every Sufi in South Asia and is widely recorded for
a standard account see Rahman, op. cit., 10 .
Muhammad I bal, Bal-e- ibril (Lahore: Sheikh Ghulam Ali and Sons, 1925),

29.
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through the multi-parameter system that music constitutes. The
sical idiom therefore acts as a catalyst for the separate, yet sim
neous apprehension of different kinds of time into a synthesis
can be profoundly moving. This is the meaning of that ecstatic
that fuses the multiple e perience not ust of time, but of e ist
itself. Implied in this interpretation is the deeply ualitative and
connotational character of time and thus of the musical time e

ence in the culture of awwalh. This resonates fully with an ideol
time that is frankly homocentric, and also with a clearly articu
role of music as an active agent of time, not a static icon.
This brings us to third characteristic: the role of ideology and
realm of the normative. The clearly drawn blueprint for the stru
and role of Sufi music offer the ethnomusicologist access to spe

notions of time in the performance of the music. Indeed, ide

clearly emerges as the most immediate cultural key to notions of

and their musical reali ations. But this e ploration also show

526

ideology and normative concepts need to be tested against the s
e perience itself, if the time content of music is to be decoded.
In the case of the Sufi assembly, only intensive and cultu
guided participation as an active, involved listener could reve
musical embodiment and articulation of the multiple temporal e
rience conveyed by awwalh songs. True, the music is informed b

e plicit ideology and elicits a demonstrative e pressional idi
audience participation, but the musical code itself, especially

durational facets, is only partially accessible either through the m
cians vocabulary or through the discourse of Sufi participants.
what is re uired is the synthesi ing of musical analysis with Suf
cepts in the light of their oint articulation in performance, and,
all, through e perience, both musical and mystical.
A final characteristic that complicates but also clarifies the
music relationship is te tual. The rich semantic reference of po
contributes dimensions of temporality, but the holistic integrat

of differential temporal e periencell4 cannot be achieved by

alone 5 it is achieved musically, even though the primary mes
of the song is enshrined in its te t. or unlike verbal sound, m

not pervaded by continuous reference to e ternal meanings
unidimensional flow claims and receives perceptual precede
Since any verbal utterance is se uential at a fundamental lev

4 Akin to the somewhat unwieldy concept of spiraling cyclicity, see
er
al., op. cit., 2o .
15 Although the spiritual content of such poems is often shared among Suf
spoken recitation and discussion.
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structure ,6 isolating semantic units from this se uence by repetition
interrupts the flow of the narrative and results in verbal discontinuity

and structural-though not durational-stasis.117 erein lies a uni ue
and fundamental capacity of awwalh music: to convey not only multiple but simultaneous temporal messages.
In relating these remarkable findings to our general consideration of time and music in
estern thought, several ideas suggest
themselves. The time e perience of music is rooted in organicallybased perception, it is profoundly and specifically shaped by cultural
learning through linguistic structure and ideology whose specificities
are powerful guides to an appropriate decoding of the whole-as well

as the details-of musical structures at the same time, overall con-

gruities e ist between Sufi and
estern time concepts, especially the
dualism of lineality and simultaneity, as has already been noted.
And there is a more than superficial resemblance between homocentric, ualitative notions of time in both cultures. This allows us to
consider the possibility of comparison at least in the sense that the
nature of the aww lU genire as well as its analysis offer an e ample of
how music articulates these central notions of time, and how highly

abstract cultural norms are encoded in the concrete sonic detail of a

527

song.

hat appears to be absent from the Urdu-Muslim time universe
is the ob ectification of time, a product of post-Renaissance thinking
even in urope. 9 It is worth noting that universal time notions and
ob ectified time grids are gradually e panding concepts linked to nlightenment thinking and to Industriali ation 2no to use them as obective tools for measuring time and music is inappropriate not only

16 This is not to deny that semantically verbal utterances may be layered, nonnarrative, and certainly non-linear, as in avanese or in contemporary
estern writing.
See udith and Alton Becker, A Musical Icon: Power and Meaning in avanese Gamelan Music, The Sign in Music and Literature, ed.
endy Steiner (Austin, T , 19 1) see
also avid L. igdon, Time and nglish iction (London, 1977), and finally Paul Ricoeur,
Temps et Recit, vol. 1 (Paris, 19 ).
17 owever, repetition per se is not durationally static, for its rhythmic pattern
generates a powerful e pectation of continuity which is the essence of motion rather
than of stasis. I have difficulty with the term and with much of ramer s discussion of

temporal stasis because it does not differentiate between structure and duration,
ramer (19 ), op. cit., 54 ff.,
5 ff.

ii See p. 5o ff.

19 Georges Poulet, Studies in
1956), -1 .

uman Time, trans.

lliott Coleman (Baltimore,

12o The e panding uses of the term time mirror this development. Some salient
e amples are the following: a system of measuring time (17o6), the duration of a work
contract (1795), and the name of a newspaper (17 ), see
ford ictionary, op. cit.,
219 -94.
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estern music cultures but also for

estern music that is

historically other. 21
Thus the study of time in music is itself constrained by cultu

priorities: The
estern analytical focus on large-scale structu
fueled by a fascination with temporal control which generate

desire to bring the largest possible number of sound units into m
ingful relation with each other. manating from this is a prefer
for cognitive informational content and a high valuation of cognit

comple ity in music as in all forms of art. 122 A corollary is
relative neglect of non-informational musical content, temporal
other. or a
esterner, confronting the cultural priorities of In
Sufism and its manifestation in awwalT music offers alternative
time perception through live musical e perience that may ins
more concrete ways of e ploring
estern music of earlier period
and of the twentieth century.

inally, to the power of music and its relationship with ti
ploring awwalr leaves no doubt as to the power, even life-

52

death power, of a music that not only e presses but creates time.
essay has addressed itself to a realm of meaning in Sufi music bey
the reach of manifest religious or latent social-economic content
Time or temporality constitutes a fundamental system of cohere
within a culture, offering means rather than sub ects of thought.

deed, what renders awwalT powerful beyond its Sufi constituency
well be its iconicity with the natural coherence system of time in
dian Muslim culture. Transcending what can be accessed cognitive
this iconicity can be apprehended in musical sound instantly and
tally, a powerful source of deep aesthetic and e istential satisfact
This leaves us with a last uestion. Is music powerful because
essence remains darkly perceived beneath the impact of its lived
remembered e perience, or because aural, unlike visual perception

dimly connected to cognitive processing or is it powerful bec
music, to be e perienced at all, must also create
University of Alberta

121 Gary Tomlinson, op. cit., offers a sophisticated approach to the problemat
appropriately researching a historically remote music culture.
2 That comple ity literally defines the
estern category art music, at leas
implication, is evidenced in the fact that the attempt to discover comple ity in ap
ently non-comple music often constitutes a favored procedure by which such mu
admitted to the fold of art and thus deemed worthy of academic study.

1

These dimensions are e plored in

ureshi, op. cit. (19 6).
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